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BACKGROUND

This report details the latest in a series of studies sponsored
by the Nationwide Forestry Applications (NFA) Program.

The objective

of these studies has been to increase the usefulness of remote sensing
as applied to forest resource management.

Previous NFA projects have

emphasized the utility of various remote sensing techniques in regard
to specific problems on specific National Forests.

This latest

effort, however, is an attempt to increase the usefulness of a
particular type of imagery on a much broader, regional scale.
Specifically, this report documents the utility of high-altitude color
infrared photography for the inventory, monitoring, and management of
forest resources in the western United States.

The basic task assigned to the U.S. Forest Service is to provide
for the management, protection, and utilization of natural resources
on the nation's forests (Pelletier 1981).

This was made clear in 1974

when Congress enacted The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources
Planning Act, designed to assure long-term planning for the nation's
renewable resources.

It was recognized that administrators, planners,

and resource managers all require comprehensive, current information
if they are to be able to promote wise and orderly use of the land.
The Act thus mandates that periodic evaluations of all renewable
resources be conducted on all Federal lands.

This Act was amended by

the National Forest Management Act of 1976, which specifically directs
the Forest Service to provide a balanced consideration of all federal
forest resources, and to assess the condition of these resources at
regular intervals.

There are several common themes associated with these and other
legislative acts passed in the 1970's, including the Soil and Water
Resources Conservation Act of 1977 and the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (Hegg and Driscoll 1982).

Each act stresses a

need to:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Prepare and maintain continuous resource inventories;
Improve coordination and cooperation among resource
agencies to reduce duplicative efforts;
Identify current and potential changes in the
condition of the resource base;
Determine resource interactions and management
alternatives; and
Prepare periodic assessment reports and recommendations.

The Forest Service has thus been required to develop procedures
for the evaluation and inventory of the lands it administers.

One

such procedure is the periodic Nationwide Forest Survey (administered
by the USFS Resources Evaluation Unit).

The survey is an attempt to

obtain updated data on the country's timber resources, including
estimates of area, volume, composition, mortality, and use.

These

data aid in the development of general policies for forest management.
Surveys such as this have been extremely expensive, however, primarily
due to the amount of field-work involved.

There is thus a need for

techniques which accomplish these and other inventory tasks with
greater speed, accuracy, and economy.
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Remote sensing is one such efficient technique.

The task of

educating Forest Service personnel in the use of remote sensing has
primarily been the responsibility of two federal programs:

The

Nationwide Forestry Applications (NFA) Program and the National High
Altitude Photography (NHAP) Program.

The NFA Program has three

principal objectives in its charter (Weber 1984):
1.

2.

3.

Provide general technical support to the National Forest
System in regard to remote sensing.
Provide direct support on specific projects (e.g., the
detection of insect infestations) to Forest Service
personnel at the Forest or District level.
Provide specialized photointerpretation training support
to Forest Service personnel , and/or assist personnel in
obtaining non-standard specialized imagery for a
particular application.

The NFA Program serves basically as the liaison to the

U.S. Forest Service comunity in regard to remote sensing.

Since

1976, NFA has conducted a photographic technology development

project, with the objective of improving the efficiency and cost
effectiveness of remote sensing as a tool for obtaining data on
wildiand resources.

This goal is being realized through the

utilization of photographic systems which both cover large land
areas and provide very high resolution products.
P'JFA has sought to fulfill many of its objectives through the

use of data acquired by U-2 and WB-57 high-altitude reconnaissance
aircraft (Hinkle 1981).

These platforms have proven to be an

effective system for obtaining high-information photography at
relatively small scales.

In this way, small-scale color infrared

photography in 9x9-inch, 9x18-inch, and 5x50-inch (optical-bar
panoramic) formats has been obtained.

Such imagery has the
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potential to increase the efficiency of forest resource inventories,
planning, and management.
While NFA is oriented specifically to Forest Service objectives,
NHAP is a multi-federal agency coordinated by the U.S. Geological
Survey.

Federal agencies participating in WHAP, including the

Forest Service, have pooled their resources in a cooperative effort
to realize the following objectives:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Eliminate duplicative photography requirements through
federal and state agency projects.
Reduce the cost of acquiring high-altitude photography.
Establish a national photographic data base for the
conterminous United States, and systematically update the
this coverage in its entirety every 6-10 years.
Make high-altitude photography more readily available to
all users, both public and private.

NHAP color infrared photography is acquired by aircraft
flying at 40,000 feet above the terrain.

An 8-1/4 inch (210m)

focal length lens is used in exposing Kodak 2443 CIR film.

This

produces a 9x9-inch photograph at a scale of approximately 1:58,000,
encompassing an area of about 68 square miles.

The film is exposed

at intervals precisely timed to provide stereoscopic coverage,
thereby permitting the photographs to be viewed as a single
"three-dimensional" image.

The goals of the NFA and WHAP programs have, for the most part,
been met quite admirably.

However, the programs would likely realize

greater use of the high-altitude CIR photography that they promote if
two additional objectives were pursued:

(1) actively publicize the

wide-ranging utility of the available photography in order to make
more potential users aware of its usefulness, and (2) make training
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materials available to educate resource workers in the interpretation
of this photography.

It is hoped that this report will assist in

the attainment of these suggested goals.

This report is the outgrowth of several recent NFA-sponsored
projects.

Each of the previous studies dealt with increasing the

usefulness of high-altitude CIR photography on a particular western
forest.

The authors of these reports, upon reading and discussing

each other's projects, recognized significant similarities in their
work.

This was particularly true in regard to the development of

image analysis "keys" for the interpretation of forest resource
features on small-scale CIR photography.

This raised the question

of whether a general , regional image analysis key could be produced
(Coiwell, R. R. 1983).

This same question also was being raised in

the state of Mississippi, where Loelkes et al, (1983) proposed that
"ultimately, it may be possible to produce a series of regionally
oriented guides to provide land use and land cover and environmental
keys for the United States."
These ideas served as a motivating factor for this study,

which is in part an attempt to develop a regionally applicable set
of image analysis keys for the analysis of forest resources.

It was

recognized that this study must necessarily be performed in a diverse
setting in order to simulate as closely as possible the diversity of

forest conditions found throughout the western region (i.e., from
the Rocky Mountains west to the Pacific Ocean).

The state of Oregon

was eventually selected as being most representative of this
diversity, and an east-west transect running from the town of

Florence, on the Pacific, to the town of Bend, in eastern Oregon,
was singled out for intensive study.
The study transect is characterized by tremendous variety.

There is a remarkable succession of land forms as one travels east
from the coast.

Topography ranges from sand dunes to the folded

Coast Range, to the broad Willamette Valley, and then up and over
the volcanic Cascade Range to the fault-block topography of the
High Desert.

Climatic conditions vary markedly along this transect.

The

climate along the coast is quite moderate, with temperatures only
rarely dipping below freezing or exceeding 900 F.

The coast is

extremely moist, however, receiving an average of greater than 80
inches of rain annually.

This is in marked contrast to the climate

at the eastern terminus of the transect, where the average rainfall
is less than 16 inches, and teniperates quite commonly drop

below freezing or exceed 900 F.

These diverse environmental conditions naturally are home to
a wide variety of vegetation types, and land use varies accordingly.
Forests along the coast are characterized by intensive commercial

timber management, while those in the High Desert serve primarily
as rangeland.

These dramatically variable conditions make the

Florence-Bend transect highly representative of the diverse
conditions found throughout the West; thus, it is quite suitable
for a study of the regional applicability of the image analysis
keys developed in this report.
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INTRODUCTION

Acquiring data by means of remote sensing has been demonstrated
to be a very cost effective method of obtaining essential resource
information.

This is recognized by many Forest Service personnel,

and some forms of remote sensing have received widespread use.
Low-altitude, large-scale natural color photography has been a
traditional tool in forest resource applications for years; however,
high-altitude, high-resolution CIR photography has yet to gain
widespread acceptance.

This small-scale photography has two

principal advantages over standard large-scale resource photography:
(1) large areas can be covered with fewer photographic frames,
resulting in (2) quicker photographic collection and analysis
(Hinkle 1981).

This form of photography permits the aircraft to cover more
ground area in the time available, thereby offsetting the higher
operating costs of the high-altitude aircraft.

This is particularly

true in broad regional inventories, which may require the study of
thousands of square miles.

Photo development and printing costs are also lower with
high-altitude, small-scale photography than with traditional resource
photography, as fewer exposures are needed to cover a given area.

A 9x9-inch photograph of scale 1:20,000, such as that supplied
by the USDA Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service,
covers an effective area of approximately two square miles.
A 9x9-inch 1:60,000 photograph, however, increases the effective

coverage to 18 square miles -- a ninefold increase.

The efficiency

of small-scale becomes even more dramatic when one considers the
scenario necessary for stereoscopic analysis.

More than 200

1:12,000-scale photographs are required to provide stereoscopic

coverage of the same area covered by a simple stereoscopic triplet
of three 1:60,000-scale photographs (Smelser and Patteson 1975).
Small-scale photography is thus an extremely cost-effective
tool when one considers data acquisition, processing, and analysis
on a per-acre basis.

But is the efficiency attained at the expense

of interpretability?

For some uses, such as timber species typing,

the answer is yes.

However, for many other applications small-scale

photography may actually be preferable.

Ulliman and Meyer (1971)

cite two such instances in which the use of small-scale photography
is advantageous:
1.

2.

Broad cover classes can be more readily interpreted at
small-scale, as the interpreter has continuity of
observation over a larger area. Patterns or trends in
vegetation type thus become more obvious;
Landform analysis is also enhanced at small scales. The
synoptic view of this scale affords a clearer portrayal
of the region's geomorphology. Furthermore, relief
displacement is less distracting than at large scales,
as the high-altitude photography depicts features in a
more vertical perspective.

Additional studies have reinforced these impressions.

Tests

were performed to determine the interpretability of various scales
of photography, in which the same film type was used to photograph
forest resources at scales of 1:15,840, 1:31,680, 1:63,360, and
1:90,000.

It was found that, although interpretation accuracy

increased with the larger scales, there was no significant

difference

in the ability to classify forest cover types.

The

interpreters of the small-scale photos were able to classify to
the same detailed level of classification as those interpreting
the larger scale photos, with only minimal loss of accuracy.

Cover

type acreage totals obtained via these classifications were similar
at all scales interpreted.

It was thus concluded that essentially

the same information can be obtained on small-scale photography
as on much larger scale (e.g., 1:15,840) photos (Ulliman and Meyer
1971).

Studies such as this should dispel the popular belief that
scale is invariably the most important factor in the aerial-photo
analysis of natural resources.

Frequently of greater importance

are the spatial and spectral resolution qualities of the camera
system utilized.

These characteristics are a function of the

camera optics and the type of film used.

As previously indicated,

panchromatic black-and-white and natural color film have been
widely used in forest resource management.

Recent studies, however,

have demonstrated that color infrared (CIR) film usually is a more
useful type of photography for such purposes.

The interpretability of different types of aerial photography
has been the subject of several recent NFA-sponsored studies.

Various image types, including both largeand small-scale
black-and-white, natural color, and color infrared photography,
have been evaluated.

The tests were performed on forests throughout

the West, most notably on the San Juan, Clearwater, Payette, Plumas,
and Mendocino National Forests.

Although the specific results of
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these tests have varied somewhat, the authors all reached the same
general conclusion:

For overall forest resource application, CIR

photography is superior to all other types tested (Coiwell, R. N.
et al. 1981; Colwell, R. N. et al., 1982; Coiwell, R. R. 1982;
Benson et al. 1983).

Color infrared film has several advantages over "traditional"
resource photography.

This film type has excellent haze penetration

characteristics, as its longer wavelengths are less subject to
atmospheric scattering than the shorter wavelengths of films in
the visible spectrum.

In addition, the yellow filter used with CIR

film to remove blue light even further increases the film's haze
penetrability.

Color infrared film also is characterized by greater target-tobackground contrast.

This is a result of the greater total

percentage of vegetation reflectance in the infrared range.

In

fact, vegetation, the resource of greatest interest to most forest
managers, reflects up to ten times more energy in the near-infrared
range of the spectrum sensed by CIR photography than in the strictly
visual range recorded by black-and-white and natural color films
(Hinkle 1981).

(The characteristics of CIR film are discussed more

fully in Appendix A.)

In many instances, color infrared film permits the previsual
detection of vigor loss in vegetation.

Forest cover which is

diseased, infested with insects, or otherwise stressed can be readily
identified, as a decrease in the near-infrared reflectance will
cause the feature to appear brown or yellow rather than red in color.
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(A more thorough description of the pre-visual detection of plant
vigor loss is found in Appendix B.)

The combination of these characteristics led the American
Society of Photogrammetry (1960) to describe CIR film as "the most
useful medium for high-altitutde photointerpretation."

Aldrich

(1979) identifies the advent of high-altitude CIR photography as
"one of the most important advances in photointerpretation."

It is

indeed often found that small-scale CIR photography, though more
expensive per print than black-and-white photography, is in the
final anaylsis cheaper to use.

Generally speaking, CIR photography:

(1) can be studied at a smaller scale than can black-and-white photos

and (2) can be interpreted with greater confidence and speed, due to
the increased information association with the CIR spectral response
characteri stics.

Numerous studies have reinforced the utility of high-altitude
CIR photography.

Lauer and Benson (1973) compared conventional

black-and-white photography, scale 1:58,840, with CIR photography,
scale 1:120,000.

Cover types were delinated, and the image types

were compared in terms of accuracy of boundary placement, cover-type
identification, and interpretation speed.

It was found that the

small-scale CIR photography was comparable in classification accuracy

to the much larger black-and-white photography and was interpreted
50 percent more rapidly than the black-and-white photography.
Nielson and Wightnian (1971) found that 1:160,000 CIR photography

was useful for broad vegetation classification on Canadian forests.

The amount of information acquired from this photography was
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sufficient to revise outdated 1:15,840 forest-types maps.

A

related study determined that the cost of regional cover-type

mapping utilizing 1:114,000 CIR photos was only one-half the cost
of mapping from conventional 1:15,000 black-and-white photography.

While such ultra small-scale photography has obviously proven
useful, scales smaller than about 1:65,000 do require that some
simplification and/or generalizations be instituted in the
classification scheme used.

Marshall and Meyer (1978) tested

numerous photointerpreters and concluded that 1:80,000 scale
CIR photography was

much too small for the majority of required

resource management applications."
If 1:80,000 CIR photography is at a scale too small to be
truly versatile, then what is the optimal scale?

Such a hypothetical

scale is obviously subjective and difficult to pinpoint, and probably
would vary substantially from interpreter to interpreter.

However,

we can reasonably assume that it would be the smallest scale which is
(1) versatile in its interpretability and (2) widely available in CIR
form.

The "ideal" image type preferably would also be reflown at

regular intervals, enabling resource management monitoring and
updating.

Fortunately, an image type with these qualities does exist.

The WHAP Program alluded to previously has 1:58,000 scale
high-resolution color infrared photography available for most of
the conterminous United States.

Furthermore, this agency is

embarking on a program in which this photography will be repetitively
flown every six to eight years.

(Small-scale photos such as these
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can be acquired much

more inexpensively and thus permit more

frequent overflights.)

These photographs are available to

cooperating agencies, including the U.S. Forest Service, at
substantial discounts.

Historically, a lack of sufficient funds has prevented many
forest managers from obtaining aerial photography at suitable
intervals -- if at all.

However, the increasing availability of

small-scale, high-resolution CIR photography provides Forest

Service personnel with a new and powerful data base that is highly
affordable.

Forest managers now have the tools necessary to both

update resource maps and to monitor the ecological changes occurring
in the forest resource complex.
Large-scale aerial photography is generally acknowledged as
an important resource management tool by Forest Service personnel
(Lachowski 1983).

And in some cases, even small-scale photos are

receiving extensive use.

However, rarely is small-scale photography

being utilized to its fullest potential.

Hegg and Driscoll, writing

in 1982, noted, "The advent of high altitude, 1:60,000-scale aerial
photography combined with high-resolution, color infrared film has
provided a very cost effective tool.

Yet except for a few instances,

there is considerable resistance to its use."
The level of use by Forest Service personnel varies signifi-

cantly from forest to forest and from district to district, and is
largely a function of the training and background of the foresters
at each station.

The Forest Service generally does not have

full-time photographers available and must make use of in-house
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foresters, soil scientists, engineers, and others having only limited
amounts of photointerpretation experience.

Those foresters who

received photointerpretation training in college were exposed to
large-scale natural color or black-and-white "resource" photography.

The task of educating these personnel in the use of high-altitude
color infrared photos is thus the responsibility of the Forest
Service itselç and must be accomplished through training manuals,
workshops, and other devices.

As with any technique that is new or different, there is some
resistance to the use of small-scale CIR photography.

This report

is intended as both a general documentation of the potential uses

of high-altitude CIR and a practical training aid in the
interpretation of this photography, which will help Forest Service

personnel become more familiar with this photography, more aware
of its versatility, and more comfortable with its use.
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I. A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR COVER-TYPE ANALYSIS

Forest resource personnel require very large amounts of
information in the management of the lands which they administer.

It

is important that these personnel have a comprehensive knowledge of
the intricate ecology of the resource complex; this necessitates
obtaining information on the vegetation, soils, landforms, drainage,

and climatic characteristics of the area, as well as present land use
(Poulton et al. 1969).

Realistically, however, this load of data is

too voluminous to consider in its entirety.

The usefulness,

comprehensibility, and efficiency of this data analysis can be
increased if the data are reduced via a classification system.

This

permits a more concise, yet informative, description of the essential
resource parameters involved.

There are additional characteristics which make classification
systems inherently suitable for resource management.

The use of a

standard classification scheme contributes to the reliability of one's
information, as the data obtained from such inventories are not
entirely dependent on subjective interpretation and description.
Instead, the data are collected in a manner that is as objective,
consistent, and replicable as possible.
Classification systems may help reduce the cost of government.

A lack of coordination both between resource agencies and within many
agencies has resulted in needlessly costly, duplicative inventory
efforts.

Tremendous cost and time-saving efficiencies can be realized

if resource analyses are based upon a common classification system
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(see Appendix F).

This is particularly true when it is desirable to

integrate inventories derived at the local scale into broader regional
or national assessments, as is often the case with forest resources.
As noted by Anderson et al. (1976), the most versatile
classification format is one which is a compromise and is neither
highly specific nor overly general.
the side of generality.

However, it is better to err on

Relatively broad resource classes provide a

basis for standardized regional inventories, yet permit local agencies
some flexibility.

Customized subclasses may be developed at the local

level to fit specific local needs and can be readily aggregated into
smaller-scale studies.

In this way, all agencies involved can utilize

comparable resource classification systems, thus increasing efficiency

in the inventory, classification, and comunication stages of natural
resource management.

The U.S. Geological Survey realized the advantages of such a
common system in the early 1970's and sought to develop a
classification scheme with broad applicability.

The result was a

hierarchical system, authored principally by the late J. R. Anderson.
This

system was first

published in USGS

circular

revised in USGS Professional Paper 964 (1976).

671 (1972), then was
It was recognized that

the identification and classification of resources could be most
efficiently accomplished by means of remote sensing.

It has generally

been believed that high-altitude aerial photographs could be applied
as far as the Level

II degree of detail and that classes more specific

than this would require larger-scale photos.
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The U.S. Forest Service is another agency which is appreciative

of the value of combining aerial photographs with resource
classification systems.

A survey by Aldrich (1979) found that land

cover classification/mapping is perceived as the single most important
application of aerial photography on National Forests; specifically
cited were the mapping of vegetative cover, nonvegetative cover,
landforms, and areas of disturbance.

This general inventory of forest

resources can be accomplished with greatest efficiency and minimum
ground verification through the use of high-altitude CIR photography.

Any classification system which is to be of use to forest
resource managers should have as its principal focus the vegetative
cover of the landscape.

This is in recognition of the concept that

plant communities serve as the best indicators of a site's

environmental conditions as interpreted from aerial photographs
(Poulton, Falkner, and Martin 1971).

As the emphasis here is on

vegetation classification, it is appropriate to consider the manner in
which previous studies have classified this resource.
Howard and Schade (1982) declared that "the search for a suitable

classification method, based on remotely sensed parameters, is seen as
an important step in the direction of world-wide vegetal monitoring."

These investigators noted that the two characteristics traditionally
used to describe a distinct unit of vegetation are its floristic

composition (i.e., the kind of plant species present) and/or its
physiognomy (the apppearance of the dominant plants).

A limitation of floristic methods, particularly in such moist
regions as western Oregon, is that the number of important species in

a given area may be too large to classify in simple terms.

There are

limitations associated with classifying communities solely on the
basis of physiognomy as well.

If physiognomy is the only parameter

used, the resulting system will likely be much more artificial than it
is natural; such systems generally allow description of little more
than the defining parameter itself (Daubenmire and Daubenmire 1968).
In general

factors.

,

then, a classification system should consider a number of

This allows the truest approximation of the natural

situation.

Many investigators have incorporated some consideration of
climatic conditions into their classification of vegetation.

Kuchier

(1967) stated that "it is well known that similar ecological

conditions often result in vegetation types of strongly similar
physiognomy."

Holdridge (1967) used temperature, precipitation,

evapotranspiration, latitude and altitude to classify 38 different
"life zones" in Latin America.

Koppen (1931) used the correlation

between climate and vegetation to classify world climates, while Troll
(1951) took the opposite approach, identifying vegetation zones from
climatic data.

UNESCO (1973) uses a vegetation classification system based
primarily on physiognomy and structure, with climate, soils, and
landforms considered as supplementary descriptors.

Howard and Schade

(1982) have developed a vegetation classification system specifically
for use with remote sensing imagery.
general parameters:

This system is based on four
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1.

2.
3.
4.

Climatic zone, based on mean annual temperature and
precipitation;
Qualitative life form, such as coniferous vs. deciduous vs.
herbaceous;
Mean height of the dominant layer; and
Gross cover of the dominant layer.

A classification system specifically designed for use in the
inventory of land cover types with small-scale CIR photography is
presented in Table 1.

There is a definite distinction between this

classification scheme and the USGS system referred to previously.

The

USGS system epitomizes broad applicability; it is designed to assure
the uniform, unbiased delineation of all land cover features.
feature is classified in greater detail than any other.

No

This is in

contrast to the system proposed in this document, which seeks to
maximize that information which is of greatest importance to forest
resource managers.

The system presented in this report assigns the greatest
classification detail to vegetation resources.

Much less detail is

given to the classification of existing cultural features.
system is nevertheless a compromise.

This

A more generalized system than

this would not provide the particular types of information necessary
for forest resource management.

However, a more detailed, specific

system which may be useful at the local level can easily be aggregated
into the units presented here, thus enabling ready comparison with
other areas.

Likewise, this entire system can be quite easily

aggregated into a more general classification scheme, such as that
found in Level

I or Level

II of the USGS system discussed.
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Cover Types Found on Western Forests

Moist Coniferous
Dry Coniferous
Upland Hardwood

Bottomland Hardwood
Montane Shrub
Desert Shrub
Mesic Mountain Meadow
Herbaceous Rangeland
Agriculture
Stream
Lake

Bare Soil/Rock
Developed
Disturbed

Snow

TABLE 1
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The system developed in this report is based upon three principal
parameters:

the structure of the feature, its topographic site, and

the climate in which it is most commonly found.

("Landform" features

are addressed separately in a section which follows.)

The "Moist

Coniferous" classification, for instance, refers to a stand of
vegetation composed predominantly of coniferous tree cover found in
relatively moist environmental conditions where annual precipitation
exceeds 500 mm.

Likewise, "Bottomland" refers to a stand of

predominantly broad-leafed trees found on a moist riparian site.
In general, the land cover categories refer to the vegetational,

geological, and/or artificial structures which cover the land's
surface.

For the purpose of this report human alterations of the

landscape are consolidated into the "Developed" and "Disturbed"
classes.

For the most part, however, the cover class designations

represent a stand of vegetation.

Most cover categories refer to a

plant community possessing sufficient uniformity in its physiognomy,

age, vigor, and crown closure as to be distinguishable from adjacent
communities.

Such stands therefore form a relatively homogeneous unit

for resource management.

The classification system presented is intentionally general in
its designation of cover types so as to retain regional applicability
in a quick, terse reference form.

The system can be readily enhanced,

however, and tailored to a particular project's needs through the
addition of modifiers.

The most basic modifier is the addition of a

slash line (/) to indicate a "Mixed" category.

In this way

heterogenous as well as homogeneous cover classes can be classified;
for example, a cover stand of trees composed of 60% Moist Coniferous
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and 40% Bottomland Hardwood cover types can be designated as "Moist
Coniferous/Bottomland Hardwood."

The category appearing immediately

to the left of the slash is designated as the dominant of the two
competing cover types.

This system thus permits delineation of both

mixed and "pure" cover types and allows an interpreter to classify
100% of the land cover.

Two additional modifiers which can be incorporated into this
classification system permit more precise designation of the height
and density of the cover type.

"Height" refers to crown height above

ground level, while "density" is a measure of how completely the cover
type actually covers the earth's surface at that site.

These two

modifiers can be expressed in any manner the interpreter desires and
can be designated by either a number (such as a specific height above
ground level) or a word description.

Examples of each are as

follows:

Height Classes
Cover > 50' above ground level:
Cover 10-50' above ground level:
Cover < 10' above ground level:

Forest
Woodland
Range

Density Classes
Ground cover > 75%:
Ground cover 25-75%:
Ground cover < 25%:

Dense
Semi dense

Open

Using these criteria, a moist riparian site on which a mixture of
both hardwoods and brush completely cover the ground might be
expressed as "Bottomland Hardwood/Montane Schrub, Dense Woodland."
These flexible modifiers thus permit a more complete description of a
site's attributes while retaining the manageable brevity of the basic
classification system.
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II. A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR LANDFORM ANALYSIS

The resource characteristics of a place are a function not only
of that site's vegetative cover and climate, but also of the landforms
present.

These traits combine to make up the resource environment of

a place.

Landforms are thus a fundamental factor upon which all other

resources are dependent and as such merit careful analyses by forest
resource managers.

The term "landform" refers to the features which define the
variable surface of the earth.

Landforms include broad features

(e.g., plains, plateaus, and mountains) as well as minor features such
as hills, slopes, and valleys.

The character of a landform is

generally a result of erosive processes, but features formed by
sedimentation and diastrophism are encompassed within this term as
well.

The type of landform present, and the characteristics associated
with it, exercises a strong influence on the variety, quality, and
quantity of resources found in an area.

Landforms have a significant

impact on the potential use of a particular forest site, as local
climate, drainage, soil types, and vegetative composition are all
governed in large part by the landforms present.

It is thus desirable

for forest resource managers to have adequate information as to the
landform characteristics of the areas they administer.

A thorough knowledge of a site's landform attributes allows many
inferences to be made concerning its resources.

For example, it can

be assumed that a high plateau having little or no relief will support
fewer varieties of resources, hence a more uniform, homogeneous
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distribution of resources, than will an area of fluvially dissected
ridges and valleys.

Aspect, slope, and elevational changes play

little part in the uniform scenario, whereas these characteristics are
vital, controlling factors in the resource composition of the latter
situation (Coiwell, R. R. 1983).

Landform analysis is aided by an objective, replicable system of
classifying major topographic features.

The simplest form of

classification dichotomously categorizes landforms as being either
constructional or destructional .

Constructional landforms are formed

primarily by endogenic forces within the earth.

Included within this

general classification are plateaus, volcanoes, and mountain ranges.
Conversely, destructional landforms are smaller features formed
primarily by the action of exogenic erosional forces on existing
constructional features.

These landforms have been produced by the

actions of rivers, glaciers, waves, wind, or weathering (U.S. Naval
Photographic Interpretation Center 1945).
A landform classification system of somewhat greater utility was
proposed by Poulton (1972).

This system expanded the classes of

landforms to six principal types:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Depressional or Wetlands, Non-riparian
Bottomlands, Riparian
Planar Surfaces
Aeolian Landscapes
Slope Systems
Gravity and Mass Movement Landscapes

While this system represents an improvement over the simple
Constructional/Destructional classification, it is still too general
for most resource-oriented uses.

Hammond (1964) developed a system characterized by much more
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specific categories.

This scheme utilized four principal parameters:

inclination, vertical dimension, general profile character, and

slope

surface material.

These four properties resulted in a classification

system of 96 possible combinations, that is, 96 unique landform types.

This system appears to be too complex for the majority of forest
resource applictions.

The landform classification system developed specifically for
this report is present in Table 2.

This system strikes a balance

between great generality and great detail and is particularly
well-suited for use in interpreting high-altitude CIR photography.

The system is designed for regional applicability and can be
reasonably applied to all forest lands from the Rocky Mountains west
to the Pacific.

The majority of forests in the region exist in

mountainous terrain which, after folding, has been shaped primarily by
fluvial and glacial erosion.

While local exceptions exist, nearly

every landform found on western forests can be classified in one of
the categories listed in Table 2.

Landform classes in this system are distinguished on the basis of
six principal characteristics:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

the feature's structural form and relief.
Topography:
identified by percentage; equal to (Vertical
Slope:
Horizontal distance) x 100.
distance
any.
Drainage: the stream network pattern,
vegetation cover types comonly encountered
Vegetation:
for the landform.
the dominant force in the landform's
Shaping Process:
development.
additional attributes helpful in delineating the
Other:

if

1 andform.

These characteristics are identified for each landform in the Image
Interpretation Keys section which follows.
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Landforms Found on Western Forests

Alluvial Bottomlands
Fluvial Valley Slopes
Glacial Valley Slopes
Mass Wasted and Eroded Slopes
Rolling Hil1s

Rounded Mountain Uplands
Plains and Plateaus
Dunes, Sandhills, and Beach Ridges
Glaciated Uplands
Volcanic Landscapes

TABLE 2
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III. IMAGE INTERPRETATION KEYS

Forest resources often can be studied with greater accuracy and
lower cost on aerial photographs than by ground methods.

This method

of analysis is particularly efficient when high-altitude CIR
photographs are utilized.

However, in some cases the small-scale and

false-color characteristics of this CIR photography may confuse the
interpreter not trained or familiar with this product.

It is thus

desirable to have reference materials available to assist in the
interpretation of such photography.

The extent to which specific cover types and landforms can be
recognized on CIR photography depends on numerous factors.

The

quality, scale and season of the photography, the film type and
format, the interpreter's field experience, and the interpreter's
photointerpretation training are all determining factors (Avery 1978).
Realistically, however, the only element which individual Forest
Service personnel can control, and therefore improve upon, is the
amount of photointerpretation training.
This training can be acquired quickly and at minimal expense
through the use of illustrative image interpretation "keys."

The

American Society of Photogrammetry (1960) defines such keys as
"reference material designed to facilitate rapid, accurate
identification and determination of significance of objects by the
photointerpreter."

(A more comprehensive explanation of the

development and use of photointerpretation keys is given in

Appendix C.)

Bigelow (1963) identified three principal uses of image

analysis keys:
1.

2.

3.

As a tool for familiarizing and training the novice
photointerpreter;
As indoctrination material for trained personnel studying
new geographic areas, new features, or a new image type;
As a comprehensive library reference for the experienced
interpreter.

It has been observed that an image interpretation key for forest
resources should contain four basic interpretation aids (Coiwell, R.
N. 1965):
1.

2.

3.

4.

Vertical-view stereograms of each class, illustrating
examples similar to what the analyst must actually
interpret.
Oblique-view illustrations which reveal the ecological site
preferred by each class. These also present a more familiar
perspective to the interpreter who is accustomed to a
terrestrial view.
A word description which systematically states the image
recognition clues for each class.
A statement describing the significance of each resource
class.

These four instructional characteristics -- and others -- are
all present in the land cover and landform interpretation keys
developed for this report.

Terrestrial photographs, low-altitude

aerial oblique photos, and high-altitude vertical CIR imagery of
representative examples are all presented on a two-page spread.

Each form of illustration is constructed as a sterogram to allow
three-dimensional stereoscopic analysis.

In addition, the

terrestrial and aerial oblique illustrations are presented both in
natural color and color infrared photography.

The interpreter-in-

training can thus make a gradual transition from the accustomed
natural color, terrestrial perspective to the small-scale, CIR

vertical perspective in small, manageable steps.

In this way the

false-color rendition of features and the small-scale format of
the high-altitude CIR photography are rendered less intimidating.
It is hoped that the image analysis keys which follow will
prove useful to a variety of Forest Service personnel.

Use of these

keys will ideally familiarize personnel with the high-altitude CIR
photography available, making them more comfortable and confident
in its use.

The keys also should prove useful as an aid in the

interpretation of cover types and landforms and thereby serve as
a valuable resource management tool.

A.

An Image Analysis Key for the Identification of
Western Forest Cover Types

There are numerous factors to be considered when attempting to
identify forest cover types.

An interpreter should note the relative

size, shape, shadow, tone, texture, pattern, color, and site
association of the features under study.

Experienced photointer-

preters are usually able to identify the major western cover types
by mentally correlating these characteristics.

However, interpreters

with minimal experience, or who are analyzing a new geographic area,
may need to refer to an image analysis key.

Such a reference will

normally permit the efficient identification of the feature(s) in
question.

The image analysis key which follows 'is designed to complement

the cover type classification scheme presented earlier in this
report.

This does not limit its usefulness, however; this key can
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be applied to numerous systems in which cover types are delineated
on color infrared photography.

This key presents the significant identifying elements of each
cover type by means of both illustrative and written material.

Photo-examples are given to educate the interpreter in the appearance
of each feature, and written synopses list additional distinguishing
characteristics.

This provides a means of double-checking one's

interpretation; two different cover types which may appear similar
under certain circumstances (e.g., Bottomland Hardwoods and Montane
Shrub) can be differentiated on the basis of other contrasting
characteristics, such as shadow, site, seasonal change, etc.

The photographic illustrations which appear in both this section
and the Landforms section which follows are from several different
sources, as described in Table 3.
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Sources of Photographic Illustrations

Type

Film
Type

Altitude of
Acquisition

Date of
Acquisition

NHAP
CIR

Kodak
2443 CIR

40,000 ft

NFA
Optical
Bar CIR

Aerochrome
IR S0-131

Color
Aerial

Image

Orignal
Image

Format

Scale

7/23/82

9x9-inch

1:58,000

60,000 ft

4/14/83

5x50-inch

1:30,0001:60,000

Kodacolor
VR 100

1,500 ft

9/24/84

35 mm

Variable

CIR
Aerial
Obliques*

Kodak
Ektachrome
IR 2236

1,500 ft

9/24/84

35 mm

Variable

Color
Ground
Shots

Kodacolor
VR 100

Ground

9/18/84

35 mm

Variable

CIR
Ground
Shots*

Kodak
Ektachrome
IR 2236

Ground

9/18/84

35 mm

Variable

Obl iques

*Note:

level

level

A fine honeycomb-type pattern appears on some of the color
infrared illustrations. This pattern is a result of ice
wedges which formed in the film emulsion when the film was
thawed, then refrozen for processing. The pattern may be
distracting when studying these photos stereoscopically.
If this is the case, it is suggested that the reader study
only the color illustrations in stereo and that the CIR
photos be used simply as references as to how the features
(This is a problem only
depicted appear on CIR imagery.
with the CIR aerial oblique and ground shots.)

TABLE 3
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MOIST CONIFEROUS

Definition
Needle-leafed tree stands existing under relatively moist
environmental conditions. Average annual precipitation
generally exceeds 500 rn. Species are single stemmed and
predominantly evergreen.

Relative Texture
Very rough, with individual crowns often evident.
Relative Tone/Color
Mottled, dullish red.

Darker than other vegetated classes.

Relative Height
Tallest of the vegetated classes.
Composition
Predominantly (75%) coniferous tree cover.
crown closure.

Generally dense

Crown Shape
Trees have narrow, pointed, conical crowns.
Shadow
Often evident on ground surface at down-sun edge of stand.
Pattern
Stand is dense to moderately open. Logging clearcuts may
give the stand a quilted appearance.
Site

Generally found in relatively wet environments. Most
frequently located on mountain slopes (particularly northern
slopes).
Less frequently occupies bottomlands, ridgetops.
Logging roads may be evident.
Representative Species
Pseudotsuga menziesii, Libocedrus decurrens, Abies spp.,
Tsuga spp., Picea spp., Pinus spp., Larix lyalli, Larix
occidentalis, Sequoia semp6virens.
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DRY CONIFEROUS

Definition
Needle-leafed tree stands existing under relatively dry
environmental conditions. Average annual precipitation Is
generally less than SQO mm. Species are single stemmed and
predominantly evergreen.
Relative Texture
Very rough, with individual crowns evident.

Relative Tone/Color
Dull red or brown.

r

Darker than other vegetated classes.

Relative Height
Relatively tall comapred to hardwoods and brush
shorter than moist coniferous class

Generally

.Composition,
Predominantly (75%) coniferous tree cover. Generally has
little crown closure
Evergreen, needle-leafed.
Crown Shape
Trees have narrow, pointed, conicalcrowns.
Shadow
Usually evident on ground surface betweenindividual trees,
or at down-sun edge of stand.
Pattern
Stand is relatively open.
Site

.

Generally found in relatively arid environments where summer.
precipitation is minimal. Often located on low slopes In the
rainshadow east of a mountain range. May occupy poor soil sites,
as on lava plains, or in alkali basins.

Other

Exhibits little to no seasonal variation.,
Representative Species
Juniperus occidentalis, Pinus ponderosa, Juniperous scopulorum,
Pinus jeffreyi.
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Nots:

The purple hue and lack of crown closure of Dry Coniferous
timber is obvious in this example.
The relatively arid
soil has a distinct blue-gray color.
Note the presence
of riparian VecJetdtiofl along the drainage at (A). This
vegetation appears a more vivid red due to greater soil
moisture along this stream.
Note also the increased
infrared reflectdnce associated with Pinus ponderoa (B)
dS opposed Juniperus occidentalis (C) in the terrestrial
photos.
Location:
Deschutes National Forest.
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UPLAND HARDWOOD

Definition
Broad-leafed tree stands existing on slopes and upland sites.
Species are single-stemmed and predominantly deciduous.
Relative Texture
Appears coarser than shrubs and herbs, but smoother than
coniferous classes.
Individual crowns occassionally
discernible.

Relative Tone/Color
Very bright red relative to other vegetated classes.
Relative Height
Stands are taller than shrub and herbaceous classes but are
generally shorter than the coniferous classes.
Composi tion

Predominantly (75%) hardwood tree cover.
Broadleafed, generally deciduous.

Dense crown closure.

Crown Shape
Crowns appear rounded and bushy.
Shadow
Often evident on ground surface at down-sun edge of stand.
Pattern
Stand is dense to moderately open and may appear in a dendritic
pattern along riparian stringers.
Site

Found on wetter slope soils. May occupy north slopes more
frequently than those with southern exposure.
Other

Usually deciduous; exhibits dramatic seasonal changes in both
color and intensity of reflectance.
Representative Species
Populous tremuloides, Quercus spp., Arbutus menziessi,
Lithocarpus densiflorus, Acer spp.
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BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD

Defini tion

Broad-leafed tree stands existing on riparian sites.
single-stemmed and predominantly deciduous.

Species are

Relative Texture
Appears coarser than shrubs and herbs, but smoother than
coniferous classes.
Individual crowns are often discernible.
Relative Tone/Color
Bottomland hardwoods are the brightest vegetated class on CIR
imagery, and appear vivid red in midsurner imagery.

Relative Height
Stands are taller than shrub and herbaceous classes but may be
shorter than coniferous vegetation.
Composi tion

Predominantly (75%) hardwood tree cover.
Broad-leafed, deciduous.

Dense crown closure.

Crown Shape
Crowns appear rounded and bushy.
Shadow
Often evident on ground surface at down-sun edge of stand.
Pattern
Stand is dense to moderately open.
riparian stringer.

Frequently appears as a

Site

Found in mesic, lowland soils, typically on riparian sites.
occupy frequently-flooded sites.
Other

May

Usually deciduous; exhibits dramatic seasonal changes in both
color and intensity of reflectance.
Representative Species
Populus spp., Salix spp., Acer spp., Alnus rubra.
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MONTANE SHRUB

Definition
Stands of low, perennially woody plants existing on moist,
mountainous sites.
Species are multi-stemmed.

Relative Texture
Appears coarser than grass, but smoother than timber classes.
Individual crowns are rarely evident.
Relative Tone/Color
Light red.
Reflectance is duller than summer hardwoods but
brighter than most conifers.
Relative Height
Taller than herbaceous classes but shorter than timber.
Composition
Montane shrub comprises a significant majority (75%) of total
stand vegetation.

Crown Shape
Crowns are low, rounded, and densely packed.
Shadow
Shadows are very short and are rarely discernible.
Pattern
Stands are dense to moderately open.
Site

Exists in relatively moist, upland environments where
precipitation exceeds 500 mm per year. Often found in areas
where timber cover has been disturbed by logging, fire, or
avalanche. May occupy areas with shallow soils that would not
support other vegetation.
Other

Exhibits moderate seasonal variation in tone/color.
are deciduous.

Some species

Representative Species
Ceanothus spp., Arctostaphylus spp., Rubus spp., Alnus sinuata,
Berberis spp., Ribes spp., Garrya fremontii, Rhododendron spp.,
Vaccinium spp., Gaultheria shallon, Gaylussacia spp., Holodiscus
discolor, Cercarpus spp.
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DESERT SHRUB

Definition
Stands are low, perennially woody plants existing on relatively
dry sites.
Species are multi-stemmed.
Relative Texture
Appears coarser than herbaceous classes, but smoother than
timber.
Relative Tone/Color
Light purple. Reflectance is duller than all other vegetated
classes. Tone darker than herbaceous rangeland and most
agricultural features.
Relative Height
Cover is very low.
Composi tion

Desert shrub comprises a significant majority (75%) of total
stand vegetation. Crown density is not as closed as in the
Montane Shrub category
Crown Shape
Crowns are low and rounded.

Shadow
Short and indiscernible.
Pattern
Stand pattern is variable:

may be quite dense or quite sparse.

Site

Occupies arid environments where precipitation does not exceed
500 mm per year and summer rainfall is generally minimal.
May be
found in the rainshadow east of mountain ranges.
Other

Exhibits slight seasonal variation, dependent upon soil moisture.
Soil moisture differences are indicated by variations in the
redness of the vegetation -- wetter areas appear brighter red.
Representative Species
Artemesia tridentata, Artemesia abuscula, Purshia tridentata,
Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus, Prosopis juliflora
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MESIC MOUNTAIN MEADOW

Definition
Herbs, grasses, and forbs existing relatively undisturbed in

moist mountain cearings.
Relative Texture
Extremely smooth. Generally has a distinct textural boundary
with adjacent cover types.
Relative Tone/Color
Vivid red.
Generally very bright compared to other vegetation
classes.
Relative Height
Exremely low.
Composition
Land cover predominantly (75%) mesic herbaceous grasses.
Crown Shape
Indiscernible.
Shadow
Indiscernible.
Pattern
Drier areas appear lighter.
Site

Typically occupies moist soils on level terrain; often found in
lowlands and on riparian sites, such as flood plains and
periodically flooded lakeshores.
Other

May show moderate seasonal variation in color with changes most
evident in driest areas. Noncultivated.
Representative Species
Xerophyllum tenax, Calamagrostis rubescens, Deschampsia
caespitosa, Sitanion hystrix, Juncus spp., Carex spp., Trifolium
spp., Ranunculus spp.
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HERBACEOUS RANGELAND

Definition
Herbs, grasses, and forbs being actively utilized as rangeland.
Relative Texture
Extremely smooth. Generally has a distinct textural boundary
with adjacent cover types.
Relative Tone/Color
Light red to light purple.

Tone is relativelydull.

Relative Height
Very low.
Composi tion

Predominance (75%) of cover is xeric herbaceous grasses utilized
as rangeland.
Crown Shape
Indiscernible.
Shadow
Indiscernible.
Pattern
Wetter areas appear redder and darker.
Site

Found in relatively dry areas east of mountain crests or on
well-drained upland slopes. May also exist on cleared or
disturbed sites.
Other

Tone/color usually varies significantly due to seasonal changes
in soil moisture.
Noncultivated.
Representative Species
Agopyron spp., Festuca spp., Elymus spp., Poa spp., Stipa spp.,

Erkonum spp.
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Defini tion

Land being cultivated primarily for farm crops; includes
irrigated pastures, orchards, and temporarily fallow fields.
Relative Texture
Very smooth.

Contrasts greatly with texture of surrounding cover

types.

Relative Tone/Color
Reflectance is uniform.
Crops appear very bright red when in
season; fallow fields appear dark, with dull reflectance.
Relative Height
Very low.
Composition
Typically consists of a number of polygonal fields which are
either 100% vegetation or 100% fallow bare soil.

Crown Shape
Indiscernible (with the exception of orchards).
Shadow
Indiscernible (with the exception of orchards).
Pattern
Distinctive geometric field and road patterns are evident,
usually with some right angles and linear boundaries.
In some
fields, particularly orchards, row patterns can be seen.
Site

Found in valley lowlands and areas of relatively flat or gently
rounded topography.
Usually located in close proximity to a
water source (canal, river, lake, or reservoir).
Other

Slopes rarely exceed 10%.
Fertilization, cultivation, and
irrigation are commonly practiced and may be evident.
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STREAM

Definition
Perenially running water courses.

Relative Texture
Generally smooth, though may be roughened by in-stream rocks,
rapids, etc.
Relative Tone/Color
Very dark, bluish-black reflectance. May be speckled with white
spots where boulders or rapids occur.
Relative Height
Ground level
Composi tion

Perennial running water.
Crown Shape
Not applicable.
S ha dow

Not applicable.
Pattern
May appear in a dendritic, radial, or trellis network with other
streams, depending upon the geology and topography.
Site

Found in topographic lows, in drainage channels.
Other

Appearance often changes seasonally due to fluctuations in water
level and/or surface vegetation.
Stream may also change course
periodically as differences in gradi.ent, climate, or land use may
affect stream's erosion ability. Stream may be partially
obscured by overhanging tree cover. Drainages may be enhanced by
reversing the stereopair; this has the effect of highlighting low
areas.
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LAKE

Definition
Areas of persistent standing water.
Relative Texture
Very smooth.
Large lakes may occassionally appear rough as a
result of wind waves. Dramatic textural contrast with bordering
features.

Relative Tone/Color
Tone is very dark and uniform, hue is bluish-black.
Reflection
of sun may give a portion of the lake a bright white hue. Tonal
contrast with surrounding features is distinct.
Relative Height
Ground level.
Composi tion

Predominantly standing water, though surface may be interrupted
by islands.
Seasonal surface vegetation (e.g., lillies) may be
evident at times.
Crown Shape
Not applicable.
Shadow
Not applicable.
Pattern
Borders are rounded and usually quite distinct.
Site

Found in topographic lows and upland basins.
Other

Appearance often changes seasonally due to fluctuations in water
level and/or surface vegetation.
May be covered by snow and/or
ice during winter season, giving the feature a much brighter,
white appearance.
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BARE SOIL/ROCK

Deftnition
Areas of open soil or rock outcrop that are essentially devoid of
vegetation.

Relative Texture
Smooth to moderately rough.
Relative Tone/Color
Bare soil appears dark brown with dull, uniform reflectance.
Rock outcrops may appear dark (e.g., lava flows) or quite bright
(e.g., glaciated granite).
Relative Height
Ground level.
Composition
Predominantly (75%) barren land, consisting of open soil or
rock.

Crown Shape
Not applicable.
Shadow
Not applicable.
Pattern
Vegetation, if present at all, is widely spaced and scrubby.
Site

Typically found above timberline and/or where vegetation has been
cleared by a common natural event (e.g., glaciation, volcanics).
May also be found in coastal areas and inland basins where water
supply is minimal, where soil is too thin to support vegetation,
or where repeated deposition/erosion of soil prevents
establishment of vegetation.
Other

Generally is an area of thin soil or sand.
Note:
Neither
clearcut areas of timber harvest nor fallow agricultural fields
are classified under this category.
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DEVELOPED

Definition
comrnerical
and industrial areas characterized by
Residential
structures and transportation routes.
,

,

Relative Texture
Extremely rough.
Relative Tone/Color
Bright, light-colored reflectance.
Relative Height
Variable. Predominantly taller than surrounding cover types.
Composition
A predominance (75%) of the land is covered with structures.
Crown Shape
Polygonal building roofs evident.
Shadow
Shadows are very apparent with this cover type. Uneven shadow
lengths indicate varying building heights and widths.
Pattern
A grid-like street system is evident.
appear as long linear features.

Highways, airports may

Site

Typically found on level topography accessed by major
transportation routes. Water supply usually evident.
Other

Terrain has often been appreciably modified by cut and fill.
Vegetation may be apparent with regular boundaries, indicating
parks and yards.
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DISTURBED

Definition
Areas of land where the natural surface cover has been altered or
removed by an unusual event. Includes man-induced chanes as
well as fire and insect infestation.

Relative Texture
Fairly smooth, though may be somewhat variable due to the
presence of dead standing timber.
Relative Tone/Color
Reflectance is uniform; may appear light (as with erosion scars)
or dark (as with burned areas).
Relative Height
Vegetative cover, if present at all, is isolated and low;
generally consists of debris.
Composition
At least 75% of the site is disturbed.
is absent.

Healthy climax vegetation

Crown Shape
Not applicable.
Shadow
Not applicable.
Pattern
Borders may be regular and linear, as in the case of a site
disturbed by man-induced mining, clearing, or prescribed fire; or
may be irregular in the case of a natural event such as fire or
insect infestation.
Site

May be found in a variety of situations.
If man induced, the
disturbed area will be accessed by roads.
Other

Areas which are barren as a result of harvesting practices, such
as clearcut sites, are classified in this category until they
regenerate to 75% cover.
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SNOW

Definition
Areas of perennial snowpack.

Relative Texture
Extremely smooth.
Relative Tone/Color
Reflectance is uniform and extremely bright; white in color.
Contrasts greatly with surrounding cover types.
Relative Height
Ground level
Composition
At least 75% perennial snow pack.
Crown Shape
Not applicable.
Shadow
Not applicable.
Pattern
Boundaries are distinct but irregular.
Site

Found at high altitudes, on predominately north-facing slopes.
Associated terrain is typically rocky and landforms glaciated.
Snowpack is drained by an ephemeral stream in summer months.
Other

Shadows from adjacent cliffs frequently shield this feature from
direct sunlight. Thismay cause portions of the feature to
actually appear black on CIR iamgery.
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B.

A Dichotomous Key for the Identification of Western Forest
Cover Types on High-Altitude Color Infrared Photography

A
A

Color Reddish -- see B
Color Not Reddish -- see I

B

Texture Smooth -- see C
Texture Not Smooth -- see E

B

C
C

0
0

E
E

F
F

Quilted Pattern and/or Linear Borders Evident -- AGRICULTURE
No Quilted Pattern nor Linear Borders Evident -- see D
Area Relatively Large, Evidence of Human Enhancement -HERBACEOUS RANGLEAND
Area Relatively Small, No Evidence of Human Enhancement -MESIC MOUNTAIN MEADOW
Crowns Tall, Shadows Frequently Visibile -- see F
Crowns Short, Shadows Rarely Visible -- MONTANE SHRUB
Crowns Rounded, Densely Packed; Seasonal Variation
Evident -- see G
Crowns Not Rounded nor Densely Packed; No Season Variation
Evident -- see H

G
G

Riparian, Bottomland Site -- BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD
Non-riparian, Upland Site -- UPLAND HARDWOOD

H

Significant Crown Closure, Soil Not Visible, Logging
Common -- MOIST CONIFEROUS
Little Crown Closure, Soil Visible, Logging Uncornon -DRY CONIFEROUS

H

I

I

Texture Rough -- see J
Texture Smooth -- see K

J

Shadows and/or Orderly Pattern Discernible -- DEVELOPED
No Shadows nor Orderly Pattern Discernible -- BARE SOIL/ROCK

K
K

Denudation Apparent -- DISTURBED
No Denudation Apparent -- see L

L

L

Color Bright White -- SNOW
Color Not Bright White -- See M

M
M

Color Black -- see N
Color Not Black -- DESERT SHRUB

N
N

Shape Sinuous and Narrow -- STREAM
Shape Rounded and Wide -- LAKE

J

C.

An Image Analysis Key for the Identification of
Western Torest Landforms

The utilization of remote sensing for landform analysis is not a
novel idea.

Landforms have been mapped using aerial photographs since

the 1920's (Smelser and Patteson 1975).

This mapping has

traditionally been accomplished with large-scale panchromatic
black-and-white photography.

Recently, however, high-altitude CIR

photos have proven effective in landform analysis.
has several advantages.

This photography

High-altitude photography affords a synoptic

view of the terrain, thus it permits landforms to be identified via
their association with adjacent topographic features.

CIR photography

also provides increased information on vegetation patterns, which are
typically closely related to landform characteristics.

Veteran photointerpreters find that landforms are among the most
conspicuous features apparent on high-altitude CIR photography.
However, the identification, mapping, and classification of landforms
on such imagery does require special training, skill, and experience.
Many interested resource workers are lacking in this respect due to
limited time and funds.

For those who do not possess these resources,

photointerpretation keys can be quite beneficial.

Waldo and Ireland

(1955) noted that such keys contribute in at least two principal
ways:
a.

b.

Keys concisely summarize the experience of landform
specialists, and eliminate the need for a long training
course or extensive background data; and
Keys enable one to utilize a systematic, objective procedure
in the analysis of landforms. The classification process
thus becomes standardized and repeatable.

79

Verstappen (1977) proposes that landform studies which utilize
remote sensing progress in a series of four phases.

Phase one

involves the detection of features observable on the imagery and is
relatively simple.

Phase two, however, requires utilizing some

expertise to recognize and identify landform types.

Photogrametric

analysis takes place in the third phase, in which the landform's
geometry is measured, and patterns and boundaries delineated.

The

final phase of these landforms studies involves the classification of
the interpreted features.

Verstappen notes that the recognition and

identification phase is most difficult for the unexperienced
photointerpreter, and recommends that image analysis keys may be of
particular use in this process.

Image interpretation keys should consider numerous criteria in
defining types of landforms.

Topography, slope, drainage, vegetation,

and shaping process are all elements which may be used to distinguish
landform types.

Each of these factors is described for each landform

type in the image analysis keys developed for this report.

Of these

characteristics, the stream drainage pattern is perhaps the most

imediately obvious and informative.

Drainage patterns have long been

used to estimate the structure and composition of rock.

For this

reason a sumary of the possible drainage patterns, and what they
reveal

,

is given in Appendix D.

Although large landform features are often identifiable on a
single high-altitude CIR frame, stereoscopic pairs offer more
information, clearer detail, and increased interpretability.

The

vertical exaggeration afforded by stereo pairs assists in the analysis

of features with subtle texture or low relief.

For this reason the

photographic illustrations in the key which follows are all presented
as stereograms.

In addition, the low-altitude, aerial oblique

stereograrns are presented in both natural color and CIR form, so as to

better familiarize the interpreter with the appearance of features on
fal se-col or imagery.

Observant readers will notice that the format for this key is
slightly different than that used for the land cover interpretation
key.

The terrestrial perspective which was included in the

illustrations for the land cover key is not utilized in the landform
key.

This was done in recognition of the fact that one can rarely

tell as much about a large landform from a terrestrial perspective as
is possible from an aerial platform.

One may also note that the CIR Optical Bar illustrations are in
some instances at a smaller scale than the 1:30,000-1:60,000 scale
indicated.

This is due to the hand-held, 35m photographic process

used to reproduce the original imagery.
resulted in further scale reduction.

This economical process

Some of the Optical Bar images

thus appear at scales as small as 1:100,000.
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ALLUVIAL BOTTOMLANDS

Form and Topography
This is composed of relatively flat (relief < 20m) valley
lowlands, floodplains, and remnant terraces;Thlso includes
alluvial fans of moderate relief.
Slope

Slope is generally very slight:

0 to 10 percent.

Drainage
High order streams dissect the area, though little branching is
present and most drainage originates in higher landforms.
Stream
gradient is relatively moderate, and meanders may be present.
Vegetation/Soil
Soil is generally well-sorted and moist, and supports lush,
vigorous vegetation. Riparian stringers of vegetation are often
composed of hardwood and/or mesic shrub cover types, appearing
bright red on color IR photos.

Shaping Process
The landforrn was shaped primarily by fluvial (and in many cases
glacial) erosive processes. The lowlands have since been filled
somewhat through the fluvial deposition of well-sorted alluvium.
Other

Streambeds and sandy alluvium on the floodplain frequently
reflect a bright, light-hued series of crescents.

U?

ALLUVIAL BOTIDMLAtIDS

High-Altitude CIR Scale 1:53,0O0

Iris II CIR Panoramic Scale 1:30,000-1:60,000
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FLUVIAL VALLEY SLOPES

Form and Topography
This feature consists of very steep mountain slopes of
significant V-shaped relief, not associated with glaciation.
Relief ranges from 150m to 1,000m.
Slope

Valley sideslopes are steep and slightly concave.
may exceed 50 percent.

Slope gradient

Drainage
A heavily dissected dendritic drainage network becoming parallell
on the steepest slopes is associated with this landform. There
is an abundance of middle-order streams.
Vegetation/Soil
The soil is primarily thin and heavily weathered, and supports
relatively modest amounts of upland conifers and shrubs.

Shaping Process
Upli ed slopes have been eroded, primarily by fluvial slopewash.
Other

Exposed bedrock outcrops (light in tone, with little vegetation)
are common to this landform.

rIIJVIAL VALLEY SLOPES

High-Altitude CIR Scale 1:58,000

vr

-.4

iris II CIR Panoramic Scale 1:30,000-1:60,000

Notes:

This landform can be identified by its dense deridri tic
drainage system and mountainous terrain.
Note tile
steepness of the intensely dissected slopes, particularly
apparent in the clearcuts at (A).
Also observe that while
the slopes are covere(J by Mol St Cool ferouis Cover (B),

the TTds are occupied by bri ghter ved F1ott.'l and
IiarmIwooffTi1.
Location: Siusl aw Nati onal For est.
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GLACIAL VALLEY SLOPE

Form and Topography
This feature is characterized by deep, wide, U-shaped valleys
with steep sideslopes. Slopes curve concavely up from
bottomlands, then become nearly straight valley walls.
Ridges
above slopes are sharp and nearly linear. Vertical relief ranges
from 150m to 700m.
Slope

The valley walls of this landform are extremely steep but are of
constant, nearly uniform gradient.
Slope is generally 20 to 60
percent but may exceed 70 percent in some cases.
Drainage
Streams drain directly downslope, entering the lowlands below at
right-angles. There is little stream dissection or gullyirig.
Vegetation/Soil
Glacial valley slopes support primarily upland conifers and brush
on thin, rocky soil.

Shaping Process
A fluvial valley was altered by intensive glacial erosion that
both broadened the valley floor and greatly steepened the
si desi opes.

Other

The sideslopes are often striated with linear avalanche scars
ending in talus deposits. These valley walls often reflect a
bright tone due to exposed rock and glacial polish. The
steepness of the topography leaves much of the slope in shadow
when oriented in a north-facing direction.
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High-/\ltitude CIR Scale 1:5F1,000

Uot's

Glacial valleys such as this are characterized by their
deeply-cut P-shape and are fairly COOSp1CUOUS on
high-al titude photography.
Often the val leys are
relatively linear and may radiate outward from a
prominent peak.
Such landiorms can he confirmed both
by their associ ation with £1 aci ated Uplands arid by the
rlp)erlrdflce of glacial deposi ts.

In

tlii S example a

glaciated valley has since been partially filled by the
tongue of a lava flow (A). Location:
North Sister,
Willamette l'Jational Forest.
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MASS WASTED AiD ERODED SLOPES

Form and Topography
This feature is characterized by an eroded, high-relief
(30m-300m) oversteepended slope.
Slope

A severely oversteepened or vertical slip-face at head of feature
runs into a rounded, convex accumulation of debris at slope base.
Slope range: 20 to 60 percent.
Drainage
Drainage is very poorly developed. Avalanche chutes or gullying
in recently exposed soil may serve as major channels. Subsurface
drainage may be predominant.
Vegetati on/Soil

Little or no vegetation exists, as soil and vegetation have
slipped downslope. Soil that does exist is composed of coarse,
unsorted rocks, boulders, and upsiope debris. Any isolated trees
remaining typically appear as a "drunken forest," leaning askew.
Shaping Process
Slope failure has occurred, with material either slipping,
rotating, slumping or washing downslope under the influence of
gravity, slopewash, and/or subsurface drainage.
Other

Often appears on small-scale imagery as a bright, highly
reflective linear feature spreading outward at its terminus.
Debris piles (talus) are frequently discernible at base of
feature.
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Iris II CIR Panoramic Scale 1:30,000-1:60,000

Notes:

The high reflectance of the exposed soil on the
slipface helps identify this landform. This slump
was likely caused in part by the intensive logging
activities evident at this site.
Notice that the
debris from this slide have dammed the drainage at (A)
causing a Like to form,
Location:
Siuslaw National
Forest.
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ROLLING HILLS

Form and Topography
This feature consists of low to high hills, with alternating
valleys and ridges of moderate (5m-lOOm) relief.
Ridges are wide
and convex; drainages are narrow and concave.
Slope

Slope is moderate, with gradient 10 to 30 percent. Slope shape
is compound, ranging from convex at ridgetops to concave in
drainage channels.
Drainage
Drainage is well-developed, in a
dendritic pattern. Numerous
first-order streams and concave stream headlands originate near
ridgetops.
Vegetation/Soil
This landform is characterized by fertile soil conditions, and
supports an abundance of diverse vegetation, from herbs to brush,
conifers, and hardwoods.

Shaping Process
This feature was formed through years of gentle folding followed
by moderate fluvial erosion.
Other

Rolling Hills are typically found at moderately low elevations.
The landform is often a transition zone between the Plains and
Plateaus landform and the more severe slopes of mountain ranges.

LL1Nr HIll_S

High Altitude CIR Scale

P1otes:

'g,(V)ri

This landfonii cn be identified under stereoscopic
analysis, as the gently rolling, tnoderatr-relief
topography is readily apparent.
Such lands are
typically we I-suited for logging operations, as is
evident in this example.
Notice that at least three
di fferent logging oI)erations have taken place:
(4) a relatively recent clearcut which still shows
signs of d slash burn; (B) a clearcut of perhaps the
previous year, in which young herbaceous growth is
apparent; and (C) a linear-bordered cutover that is
probably at least five years old and shows definite
coniferous regeneration.
Location: Willamette
Uational Forest.
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ROUNDED MOUNTAIN UPLANDS

Form and Topography
This feature consists of broad, convexly rounded ridgetops at
high elevation.
Surface form is level to slightly undulating,
with relief of 50m to 150m.
Slope

Slope is slight to nonexistent at the highest portion of this
feature but increases rapidly at the transition into valley
slopes.
Slopes range: 0 to 15 percent.
Drainage
Drainage is weakly developed. Streams are of the first order, in
a low-density, dendritic pattern.
Vegetation/Soil
Soils are severely weathered and fractured, and support
relatively sparse plant cover. Where disturbance has occurred
re-vegetation is slow, and plant cover may consist entirely of
herbs.

Shaping Process
Uplifted land was subjected to continuous freeze-thaw expansion
and contraction weathering processes. This fractured and leveled
the parent materials, leaving gently sloping) convex ridgetops.
Other

The exposed soil and absence of developed drainage give this
feature a smooth textured, bright-toned appearance on small-scale
photos, with relatively few shadows.

17

1flJND[F) HOUN ff1 N UPLANDS

High-Altitude CIR Scale 1:58,000

Iris II CIR Panoramic Scale 1:30,000-1:60,000

Iotes:

This landform can be identified by its gently rounded
form and high-altitude location. Often such peaks are
utilized as lookouts or relay stations.
In this example
a microwave relay facility is apparent at (A), as is a
parking lot (B), installed for visitors wishing to enjoy
the broad vista.
Notice also the snow evident in the
initl-Apri 1 panora!lic image.
Location:
tlary' s Peak
Siuslaw iation(Il Forest.
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PLAINS AND PLATEAUS

Form and Topography
This landform category is characterized by flat, level terrain.
Plains are typically near base-level and, consequently, have
little relief. Plateaus, however, may exist at considerable
elevation, with more substantial relief, due to mature fluvial
erosion.
Slope

Slope is extremely slight throughout this landform (0-10
percent).
Drainage
Drainage is generally in the form of a well-developed, dendritic
system.
Channels in plains are shallow, with gentle slopes,
whereas channels in plateaus may be cut deeper and more steeply.
Vegetation/Soil
Vegetation is usually relatively low and sparse, consisting
primarily of dry coniferous species and desert shrubs.

Shaping Process
Plains are typically formed through an extensive period of
fluvial deposition. Plateaus generally have experienced uniform
regional uplift and have resisted erosion due to a cap layer of
consolidated sediments or lava.
Other

Plateaus are found at relatively high elevations, while plains
may exist at or near sea-level.
Land use is primarily devoted to
rangeland and dry-land farming, exploiting the vast area of level
topography.
Erosion-resistant buttes may be evident on
plateaus.
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PLAINS AUE) PLATEAUS

Iliqh-Altitude CIR Scale 1:58,000

'Jotes :

This 1 andfornt is identi fiabi e by its charac ten stic
broad, flat XpdriSe.
Such topography is cornciiori in the

arid flasin and Range physiographic province of the
western United States and is often covered by purple-red
Dry Coniferous species, as in this exanpie.
Jote also
the golf course evident at (A), on ihich even sand trdps
and putting greens are readily distinguishable.
Location:
Sunriver, on the Deschutes National Forest.
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DUNES. SAND HILLS. AND BEACH RIDGES

Form and Topography
This landform is characterized by modest relief and flat, gently
rippling topography.
Slope

Slope for the landforrn as a unit is negligible, though the slope
of individual dunes and ridges is generally approximately 35
degrees from the horizontal on the lee side slip-face.
brai nage

rlrainage is poorly developed, with a small number of major
channels and few tributaries. Much drainage is subsurface.
Vegetati on/Soil

Soil conditions in this landform are obviously quite sandy.
This, coupled with the high winds associated with the feature,
prohibits the establishment of all but the hardiest vegetation.
Herbs are the first to establish, followed by shrubs and
eventually some conifers.
Vegetation is generally densest on the
lower, moister sites on the lee sides of dunes.
Shaping Process
This landform has been formed through a two-stage process
involving (1) the fluvial deposition of fine, well-sorted
sediments; and (2) the eolian transport of those sediments.
Other

This landform is readily associated with coastal areas and/or
inland arid regions.
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High-Altitude CIR Scale 1:58,000

Iris II CIR Panoramic Scale 1:30,000-1:60,000

Notes:

The bright white reflectance of this landform, coupled
with its location, make its identification relatively
simple.
Observe that the beach ridges at (A) trend
fairly parallel with the coastline, while the more

parabnlTfd dunes at (B) are oriented nearly
perpendicular to the shore.

Note also that the dunes
upon a major road
and residential area at (C). Location: Florence, on
the Siuslaw Mitional Forest.

TETn inland, encroaching
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GLACIATED UPLANDS

Form and Topography
This feature is composed of highly scoured, rock-dominated cirque
basins and headwalls. Headwalls are of extreme relief and often
run together in sharp, linear arete ridges. Vertical relief
ranges from lOOm to 200m.
Slope

The slope is nearly vertical at the headwall, grading to slight
concavity in the cirque basin (15-75 percent).
Drainage
Drainage is poorly developed and in many cases nearly closed
within basins.
Interior clusters of small lakes are common in
the cirque basins.
Vegetation/Soil
Cover is sparse or nonexistent due to absence of soil on the
polished bedrock.

Shaping Process
Uplift was followed by dramatic alpine glaciation, resulting in
the erosive removal of a large portion of the upsiope material.
Other

This feature is found only at relatively high elevation.
Scoured
rock outcrops have bright reflectance due to glacial polish and
the lack of vegetation cover.
Snow is persistent at many such
sites, adding to the bright tone of this landform.
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rLACIArED UPLANDS

High-Altitu(le dR Scale 1:58,000

Uots:

Cirques (A), aretes (B), and horns distinguish this
landform from other upland areas. Such featires are
readily appa

rit when studied stereoscopically.
This
landfortn is also characterized by very high reflectance,
a result both of exposed, glacially polished rock

surfaces and a perennial snow-pack.

Sister, Willainette National Forest.

Location:
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VOLCANIC LANDSCAPES

Form and Topography
This class includes both volcanic cones and lava flows. Volcanic
cones rise symetrically and abruptly above the surrounding,
contrasting flat terrain. They are therefore quite distinctive
under stereoscopic analysis. Lava flows, however, are
characterized by relatively flat, homogeneous topography with
little relief.
Slope

Slopes are very steep on volcanic cones. A slightly convex slope
segment near the cone's peak gives way to a long, steep stretch
of uniform gradient before rounding concavely into the
surrounding terrain. Gradient range:
15 to 50 percent. The
slope of lava flow, in contrast, is generally quite moderate and
uniform, with a gradient range of 0 to 20 percent.
Drainage
Drainage is radial outward from a cone's peak and is
characterized by steep-walled gullies. Drainage within the
crater is centripetal into the basin.
Drainage development on
lava flows varies according to such factors as the climate and
age of the flow. The drainage pattern is frequently parallel
downflow but may be dendriticin some cases.
Vegetation/Soil
Cover is extremely sparse on volcanic landscapes as a result of
the severe slope and rocky, undeveloped soil. Sparse Dry
Coniferous species may exist in some instances, but hardwoods and
herbs are rarely associated with this landform.

Shaping Process
This landform was formed by a series of eruptive emissions of
lava and/or ash, building domes and lava flows up in a series of
layers.
Other

The caldera of a cone may contain a lake that has been filled via
interior centripetal drainage. Association may help identify
this landform, which is typically found near other volcanic
features. The landform is generally very dark brown to black in
appearance, except when covered by snow. The landform's tone and
hue thus contrast greatly with surrounding features.

VOLCANIC LANDSCAPES

Hiqh-Altitude CIR

Scale 1:58,000

Not: 1hs Lndforrn can he identified by the presence r)f

volcanic cones (A) and lava flows (B), both of \Ihich
are distinctly apparent on highaltitude CIR photography.
Sparse coniferous vegetation is also Commonly associated
Belknap Crater,

with this landform. Location:
Wfllamette National Forest.
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This report is the latest in a series of NFA-sponsored studies
concerning the direct human interpretation of high-altitude CIR
photography.

In previous studies image analysis keys were developed

for local forest use.

This report, however, details the development

of regionally applicable classification systems and regionally
applicable image analysis keys for both forest cover types and
landforms.

It is believed that these systems can be utilized at least

from the Rocky Mountains west to the Pacific, and perhaps beyond.
As the demands on our forest resources increase, administrators,
planners, and resource managers all require more complete and current
information if they are to be able to promote wise and orderly use of
the land.

This report has confirmed that high-altitude color infrared

photography provides a very useful and efficient means of obtaining
this information, via regular land cover and landform inventories.
Regardless of the completeness of one's information, however,
comprehensive and efficient resource action requires coordination and
cooperation both between and within the administrative agencies
involved.

A potential source of assistance to agency cooperation is

access to a common source of information.

Ideally this common

information base would provide a synoptic view of the resource complex
and would illustrate areas of conflict, areas of duplication, and
areas of common need (Peterson et al. 1980).

Once again it is

high-altitude CIR photography, flown at regular intervals, which can
provide this widely useful data base.
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In the interest of practical realism, though, the disadvantages
associated with this photography must also be pointed out:
1.

2.

3.

This photography can only be acquired by specially equipped
high-altitude aircraft, the availability of which is
limited. Thus special application overflights are
relatively infrequent, and most users must be content
with photography which is available from the 1FA and NHAP
programs.
The amount of haze is greater on high-altitude photography,
as there is a greater proportion of atmosphere between the
camera platform and the earth.
Spatial resolution decreases with scale (all else being
equal), and the resolution may require that mapping
classification be simplified and/or the minimum mapping
unit size increased. Thus the resolution may not be
adequate for the purposes intended (Ulliman and Meyer 1971).

It should also be noted that the classification systems developed
in this report are not intended to satisfy all user requirements.

Rather, these systems are designed to meet the comon needs of a
majority of forest-related users and to provide a basic framework for
communication (and cooperation) within and between resource agencies.
Overall, however, high-altitude color infrared photography has
the potential to be an extremely useful, cost-effective tool in forest
resource management.

The above-stated limitations to its usefulness

are minor when compared to the wide variety of applications possible,
many of which have not even been discussed and can only be mentioned
in passing.

High-altitude CIR photos are useful in change detection

studies, range management, wildlife management, soil and water
management, engineering/road construction, recreation management,
plant vigor assessments, and visual quality studies.

(For additional

information on these and other uses, the reader is advised to consult
Appendix E and/or the reference list which follows.)

In reality, one

113

of the most significant limitations to the use of this photography has
been the reluctance of forest resource personnel to work with an
unfamiliar product.

It is hoped that this report will help to dispel

this resistance and that the photography will henceforth be utilized
to its fullest potential.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

Properties of Color Infrared Film

Because of the unusual colors with which features are rendered
on color infrared film, it is important to understand the unique
properties of this film. This is doubly important because image color
is used to such an extent in identifying earth resource features on
this type of photography. Consequently, the photo interpreter who
does not know the spectral responses of the three layer emulsion
comprising that film is likely to make many erroneous interpretations
of photography taken with it.
Infrared Ektachrome is known as a "subtractive reversal" color
In such a film the dye responses, when the film is processed,
are inversely proportional to the exposures that were received by the
respective emulsion layers. In devising Infrared Ektachrome film, the
manufacturers had one major objective in mind--that of causing healthy
vegetation to exhibit a strong photographic color contrast with
respect to all other features. More specifically, it was decided that
a subtractive reversal photographic film should be devised on which
healthy vegetation would appear bright red while everything else would
appear in colors other than red.
To accomplish this objective, it was
necessary to exploit the fact that healthy vegetation exhibits very
high infrared reflectance at wavelengths from 0.7 to 0.9 microns and
relatively low reflectance of visible light in wavelengths from 0.6 to
0.7 microns. Thus, when the manufacturers were devising the
three-layer emulsion of Infrared Ektachrome film, they linked a cyan
dye to the Infrared-sensitive layer of the film and they linked yellow
and magenta dyes to the green- and red-sensitive layers, respectively.
Although this film has undergone some modification since it was first
produced during World War II as "Camouflage Detection Film," the
foregoing is an accurate description of its present characteristics.
Whatever blue-sensitivity exists in the three layers is rendered
inconsequential through use of a minus-blue (Wratten 12 or 15) filter
over the camera lens at the time of photography.
film.

Consistent with the foregoing, and keeping in mind that the dye
responses are inversely proportional to exposures received, the
following responses occur on Infrared Ektachrome film in each area
where healthy vegetation is imaged:
(1) there is a great deal of
yellow and magenta dye left in the film after processing because the
film was only weakly exposed to red and green wavelengths to which
those dyes, respectively, are linked; and (2) there is little or no
cyan dye left in the film after processing because the film was
strongly exposed by infrared wavelengths to which that dye is linked.
When the processed Infrared Ektachrome film, in transparency
film, is viewed over a light table through which white light is
shining (i.e., light which contains approximately equal amounts of

blue, green, and red) the following factors are operative in those
parts of the transparency where healthy vegetation is imaged: (1) the
concentration of yellow dye is so high that blue light is almost
completely absorbed, (2) the concentration of cyan dye is so high that
green light is almost completely absorbed, and (3) the concentration
of magenta is so low that red light is almost completely transmitted.
The net result of these factors is to cause the healthy vegetation to
appear red. Since virtually no other features have this peculiar
combination of spectral reflectances, there are no other features
which appear red on the transparency.
As was indicated in a preceding
paragraph, the predecessor to this color infrared film was known as
"Camouflage Detection Film" and was used as early as World War II,
primarily to differentiate green camouflage paint from green (but
highly infrared-reflective) foliage. The two looked the same to the
naked eye, and on panchromatic or natural color films, but
conspicuously different on the Camouflage Detection Film, hence its
name.

Color infrared (CIR) film is recommended for photography taken
general forest applications. When compared with regular
black-and-white or true-color film, CIR film has three advantages that
make it the most useful film for high-altitude photointerpretation:
for

1.

CIR penetrates haze well because the longer wavelength or
IR is less subject to scattering than are the shorter
wavelengths of the visible spectrum.
A yellow Wratten 12
filter is used with IR film to remove blue light, thereby
increasing haze penetration.

2.

CIR has greater target-to-background contrast in regard
to vegetation, due to the higher total percentage of
reflectance of vegetation within the IR range.

3.

CIR has greater total brightness of vegetation caused by
the high IR return from living vegetation.

Table A-i facilitates an understanding of the means by which a
natural color film (e.g., Ektachrome) provides true colors in the
processed image and also of the means by which an Infrared Ektachrome
(Color-Infrared) film provides certain false colors.
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Spectral Responses of Normal Color and
Infrared-Sensitive Color Films

Blue

Spectral Region
Green
Red
Infrared

Wormal color film sensitivities

Blue

Green

Red

Color of dye layers

Yellow

Magenta

Cyan

Resulting color in photographs

Blue

Green

Red

(a)

Green

Red

Color dye layers

Yellow

Magenta Cyan

Resulting color in photographs

Blue

Green

Type of Film
Natural Color Film
(e.g.,) Ektachrome):

Infrared sensitive color film
(e.g., Infrared Ektachrome):
Sensitivities with Wratten 12
yellow filter

a

Infrared

Red

All three layers of Infrared Ektachrome film are sensitive
to blue light, but the Wratten 12 yellow filter prohibits blue
light from sensitizing any of the three layers.

TABLE A-i

B-i

APPENDIX B

Detection of Plant Condition

Stereoscopic viewing of aerial photographs can aid in the
detection of tree malformation and defoliation, two of the symptoms
that usually are present in a damaged stand. To be truly effective,
however, preventive management calls for the use of color infrared
photos, which allow the detection of "previsual" infestation symptoms.
When insect infestations are a problem, survey methods must be
available for acquiring data within the short time period between the
initial previsual invasion and the death of an entire stand. Color
infrared photos can pinpoint an infestation which has just begun.
Often they also can identify those healthy stands that are most
susceptible to future infestations. The photos can additionally be
used to estimate the volume of timber lost to past infestations.
The term "previsual
is used because the first evidence of vigor
loss in forest vegetation usually is in the near-infrared part of the
spectrum. This part of the spectrum is not directly visible to the
human eye but can be made visible through the use of aerial
photographic films that are sensitive to near-infrared wavelengths.
Among such films are black-and-white Infrared Aero film and each of
several Color Infrared films utilized in high-altitude photography.

In Figure B-i the spectral reflectance curves are shown for a
typical leaf (e.g., of oats or of an oak tree) at three stages of
healthiness:
1.

Completely healthy and green, with abundant water supply to
the middle-leaf (mesophyll) tissues. Cells of the mesophyll,
being full of water, are turgid or swollen (like a box full
of inflated balloons) and as a result there are many air
spaces among the cells. The cell walls that adjoin these air
spaces are very good reflectors of incident energy but,
within the part of the electromagnetic spectrum to which
photographic films respond (primarily the visible and
near-infrared) only the near-infrared (0.7 to 0.9 micron
wavelengths) strike the spongy mesophyll in significant
amounts. The visible wavelengths are reflected or absorbed
by the upper (palisade) tissues of the leaf as indicated by
the diagram of Figure B-2. This explains the very high
reflectance in the infrared that is portrayed in curve (a) of
Figure B-i.

2.

Green but not completely healthy, that is, some damage to
the plant (whether in its roots, stem, or leaf) has recently
occurred which restricts the water supply to the rnesophyll
cells. As a result these cells no longer remain turgid, and
as they collapse the air spaces among them disappear. This
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Figure B-i. Spectral reflectance, in the visible and near-infrared
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, for an angiosperm leaf in
three states of vigor: (a) in the healthy state; (b) in the early
stages of vigor loss; and (c) in more advanced stages of vigor loss.
Reasons for the shapes of these curves are provided in the text and in
the caption to Figure B-2. Similar curves apply to most coniferous
trees except that there are less dramatic changes in the near-infrared
spectral region, because coniferous needles contain less spongy
mesophyll tissue.
(American Society of Photogrammetry 1960).
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in turn causes a reduction in the infrared reflectance, even
while the chlorophyll remains essentially undamaged.
Because
the chlorophyll is still operative, there is little change in
visible light reflectance, as shown by curve (b) in Figure
B.l.
Consequently, there is little or no evidence of damage
on photos that have been taken only with visible wavelengths,
such as panchromatic black-and white; but infrared color film
indicates previsual symptoms of the loss of vigor and does so
early enough to provide "early warning," thus permitting the
vegetation manager (i.e., the forester) to take remedial
measures before the causal agent (usually an insect or
pathogen) can multiply and spread to other nearby areas.
3.

At an advanced stage of loss of vigor, typically, the
foliage of such a plant fooks yellow to red and hence loss of
vigor is detectable on all films and also to the naked eye,
as evidenced by curve (c) of Figure B-i.

Most of the points mentioned above, and portrayed in Figure B-i,
might easily have been deduced from a reading of the annotations that
accompany the diagram of Figure B-2.
The fact that the diagram of
Figure B-2 pertains to a healthy broad leaf rather than to a
coniferous needle is worthy of note. It is true that a coniferous
needle has some "spongy mesophyll" tissue within it and thus tends to
produce curves comparable to the three curves shown in Figure B-i;
however, as might have been predicted, the curves are less widely
separated for conifers than for hardwoods.
Consequently, in many
instances the previsual detection of vigor loss in conifers is not as
spectacular as 'in hardwoods.

Although the foregoing serves to explain why it often is possible
to use an infrared-sensitive film for the previsual detection of vigor
loss in plants, it does not explain why healthy vegetation tends to
appear red, and unhealthy vegetation some color other than red when a
false-color film known as "Infrared Ektachrome" or "Color Infrared" is
used. The colorimetric explanation is to be found in Appendix A,
which describes false-color films in general, and Infrared Ektachrome
film in particular.
In addition to being able to detect tree vigor loss at the early
stage, it is important for the forest manager to be able to monitor
certain types of apparently healthy timber stands. Among such stands
on Western National Forests, for example, are those comprised
primarily of lodgepole pine, as they are particularly susceptible to
infestation by the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus monticolae). As
a lodgepole pine stand ages, the old growth conditions which occur
provide a hazardous condition known as stand stagnation. This
condition is conducive to extensive forest pest attacks because most
or all of the trees have lost their vigor. The stands which are most
susceptible, and which should receive the highest harvesting priority,
are those which are of dense, pure lodgepole composition, and in which
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most or all of the trees are mature and of uniform size. Aerial
photos, particularly in color-infrared form, aid not only in
identifying such stands, but in locating existing transportation
routes that may be used in the process of harvesting these potentially
cancerous stands (Coiwell, R. R. 1983).
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APPENDIX C

Definitions and Concepts Relevant to Image Analysis Keys

An image analysis key is reference material designed to
facilitate rapid, accurate identification of objects or conditions
from the analysis of remotely sensed images.
Ideally the key consists
of two parts:
(1) a collection of annotated or captioned stereograms
and other photos which are illustrative of the objects or conditions
to be identified; and (2) a graphic or word description which
systematically lists the distinguishing image characteristics of those
objects or conditions.
Some form of illustrative image analysis training guide has been
in existence since the early military reconnaissance flights of World
Bigelow (1963), who has traced photointerpretation aids,
War I.
states that R. N. Coiwell's work in 1945 on tropical vegetation types
is the earliest known use of the word "key" in the photointerpretation
material. This work also marked the first appearance of a
dichotomous, illustrated elimination key, the form of image analysis
reference most commonly used today.
Photo interpretation keys may be classified as to scope,
technical level, intrinsic character, and manner of organization or
presentation. Each of the following definitions is based upon the
fundamental definition of a photointerpretation key, stated above
(American Society of Photogrammetry, 1960).

1.

Scope of Photo Interpretation Keys

An item key is one concerned with the identification of 3.T
a.
individual object or condition.

A subject key is a collection of item keys concerned with
b.
the principal objects or conditions within a given subject category.
A regional key is a collection of item or subject keys
c.
concerned with the identffFcation of the principal objects or
conditions characteristic of a particular region.
An analogous key is a subject or regional key which has
d.
been prepared for an accessible area and which by extrapolation may be
used in the interpretation of objects or conditions in inaccessible
areas having similar characteristics.
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2.

Technical Level of Photo Interpretation Keys

a.
A technical key is one prepared primarily for use by
photo interpreters who have had professional or technical training or
experience in the subject concerned.
b.
A non-technical key is one prepared primarily for use by
photo interpreters who have not had professional or technical training
or experience in the subject concerned.

3.

Intrinsic Character of Photo Interpretation Keys

a.
A direct key is one designed primarily for the
identification of discrete objects or conditions directly discernible
on photos.
b.
An associative key is one designed primarily for the
deduction of information not directly discernible on photos.

4.

Manner of Organization or Presentation of Photo
Interpretation Keys

All photo interpretation keys are based upon diagnostic
features of the photo images of objects or conditions to be
identified. Depending upon the manner in which the diagnostic
features are organized, two general types are recognized: Selective
keys are so arranged that the photointerpreter simply selects that
example corresponding to the image he is trying to identify.
Elimination keys are so arranged that the photointerpreter follows a
prescribed step-by-step process that leads to the elimination of all
items except the one he is trying to identify. Where feasible of
formulation the latter type of key is considered preferable.
a.

Selective keys

An essay key is one in which the objects or
(1)
conditions are described in textual form using photos as incidental
illustrations.
A file key is an item key composed of one or more
(2)
selected photo images, together with notes concerning their
interpretation, assembled for by an individual interpreter largely for
personal use.
A photo index key is an item key composed of one or
(3)
more selected photo images, together with notes concerning their
interpretation, assembled for rapid reproduction and distribution to
other photointerpreters.
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An integrated-selective key is one in which photo
images and photo recognition features for any individual object or
condition, within a subject or regional key, are so associated that by
reference to the appropriate portion of the key the object or
condition concerned can be identified.
(4)

b.

Elimination keys

A disc key is one in which select photo recognition
(1)
features are grouped or arranged on one or more discs so that when the
recognition features are properly aligned, all but one object or
condition of the group under consideration are eliminated from view.
A punch card key is one in which selected photo
(2)
recognition features are arrangel in groups on separate punch cards so
that when properly selected cards are superimposed upon a coded base,
all but one object or condition of the group under consideration are
eliminated from view.
A dichotomous key is one in which the graphic or
(3)
word description assumes the form of a series of pairs of contrasting
characteristics which permit progressive elimination of all but one
object or condition of the group under consideration.
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APPENDIX D

Drainage Patterns as Indicators of Landform Characteristics

The landforins in an area depend on the rock types and structures,
as well as on the erosional processes at work.
Stream patterns, which
are a function of relief, climate, and rock structure and composition,
are thus valuable indicators of these landform-shaping factors.
Fortunately, stream patterns are readily apparent on high-altitude CIR
imagery, particularly when it is studied stereoscopically.

The various common stream patterns are illustrated in Figure D-1.
A dendritic pattern occurs in regions of uniform, homogeneous, or
horizontal sedimentary rocks. Little structural control is evident
and the stream assumes a branching pattern similar to that seen in
tree limbs. Such streams are termed "consequent," as their routes are
determined primarily by irregularities in the surface of the original
landform feature.
A trellis pattern results from direct structural control. Such a
pattern is found in regions underlain by filled or folded sedimentary
strata that is composed of alternating resistant and less-resistant
formations.
The streams in such a region are termed wsubsequent.hI
Rectangular stream patterns are very similar to the trellis pattern in
appearaE
Such drainage systems are found in regions with
well-developed joint or fault systems.
Radial stream patterns are generally located on young dome
mountafns and volcanoes. These streams flow outward in all directions
from a high central area. An annular, ring-like pattern may develop
over time, as subsequent streams adopt a circular course around a
domed landform.
A deranged drainage pattern is found in areas of recent
deposition or disturbance. In this case the post-event drainage has
not yet developed into a well-defined pattern.
The texture of a stream pattern is another helpful clue in
landform analysis. Stream pattern is a manifestation of the spacing
of discernible stream channels and is usually a function of the
resistance, structure, and permeability of the underlying rock.
A
thinly bedded or weak rock, such as clay or shale, will develop a
fine-textured drainage system with numerous tributaries.
Conversely, massive or resistant rock types, such as granite or
sandstone, resist erosion. These formations exhibit a coarse-textured
stream pattern, with relatively few tributaries.
A coarse pattern may
also result from highly permeablT?ock formations. Such rocks may
have a significant portion of their drainage beneath the surface (U.S.
Naval Photographic Interpretation Center 1945).
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Figure D-1.
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Types of drainage patterns (Siegal and Gillespie 1980).
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APPENDIX E

Image Analysis Techniques for Specific Resource-Related Attributes

I.

Soils

Soil types, which are often difficult to interpret directly,
can usually be inferred by association. This is particularly true
if interpreters have the opportunity to field check their initial
observations and thereby train themselves as to the individual
characteristics that are associated with each soil type. Soil
boundaries tend to coincide with boundaries between vegetation types,
or vegetation vigor and density classes.
Fertile soils generally support vegetation which appears dense
and particularly healthy, as evidenced by its bright red coloration
on color infrared imagery. Less fertile soils support sparser
vegetation, which may appear gray or yellow on CIR imagery. Deep,
moist soils often are covered by healthy vegetation which grows with
more vigor, and hence appears brighter red on CIR imagery, than that
which grows on arid soil. Soils susceptible to erosion do not support
cover well and are often exposed; they appear bright gray or white on
CIR imagery.
Drainage characteristics may also indicate specific soil types.
Soils which are highly permeable have better drainage than those which
have low permeability. Permeable, well-drained soils generally have
coarse grains and an orderly drainage network, while poorly drained
soils may be characterized by fine grains and numerous surface ponds.
Fine-grained soils are also more susceptible to erosion.
The type of gullying present may be a further clue as to soil
Dramatic, sharp gullying with short but steep gradients is
usually indicative of granular soils. Flat-bottomed gullies with low
gradients often exist in bess and sandy-clay soils.
Gullies of
uniform, gentle gradient and broad, shallow cross-section are
characterized by nongranular cohesive and plastic soils.
type.

A similar identification by trained-association technique can
also be used to delineate specific species of vegetation. Factors
which often control vegetation type and appearance include soil type,
slope, aspect, proximity to water, elevation, level of disturbance,
and local climate. For instance, sagebrush is typically found on
flat, relatively arid sites, while willows are found almost
exclusively in moist draws and valley bottoms. Similarly, oak species
require little water and often grow on hot, dry, south-facing slopes.
Thus an interpreter faced with the task of identifying individual
species on a particular forest can best accomplish this by acquainting
himself with a large number of "association" facts before he begins
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the actual mapping. This entails acquiring both a strong field sense
for the area and a thorough knowledge of the terrain and climatic
conditions associated with each vegetation type.

II.

Engineering/Logging Management

The forest manager has an obligation to consider future resource
requirements as well as those of the present. No matter how well
engineered the forest harvest operation may be for current logging
operations, it must also related to (1) the potential for damage to
water quality, slope stability, and stand reproduction; (2) the
desired condition of the terrain, wildlife, soil, and vegetation upon
completion of logging operations; and (3) the reforestation plans.
It is therefore important to continually update land-use maps and to
monitor logged areas for erosion problems, changes in stream sediment
loads, and degree of reforestation.
High-altitude CIR photographs, acquired at regular intervals, are
an efficient means of monitoring logging impact upon the environment.
Slash environment, erosion problems, effects upon water quality and
sediment, and damage to residual stands can all be estimated on this
imagery (Coiwell, 1981). Conventional low-altitude black-and-white
photos have been used for many years to map erosion features caused by
logging operations.
It has recently been found that ultra
high-altitude color infrared photography may also be successfully
employed in the identification of forest areas where serious
logging-induced erosion has occurred. Logging trails, log loading
stations, and drainage patterns are interpretable at scales as small
This infrared
as 1:120,000, as are approximate slope angles.
photography permits identification of vegetation patterns and surface
soil conditions with superior atmospheric haze penetration.
Remote sensing can be utilized as a tool for mapping the logging
that has been done on a forest. High-altitude CIR imagery, when
acquired on a regular basis, is a highly efficient means of updating
data on both location and extent of logging.
These products can
generally also be procured for many previous years, thereby providing
the forester with an historical record of the logging.
Small-scale CIR photographs are also an efficient means of
obtaining the topographic and land use information that is essential
when locating roads. The principal physiographic features that
ultimately determine the location and cost of a new facility include:
a.

steepness and irregularity of the terrain

b.

soil composition, depth, and moisture content

c.

drainage characteristics and problems such as bed load in
streams
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d.

obstructions such as rock outcrop, streams, unstable areas,
and type and amount of clearing and grubbing

e.

availability of granular construction material near the
proposed corridor.

These items can all be identified using CIR ima9ery, particularly
if the photos are studied in conjunction with geologic and topographic
maps.

Smelser (1975) proposed that areas of high erosion potential can
be identified through the construction of a series of clear acetate
overlays (or use of a GIS system) which delineate (1) drainage
patterns and water bodies, (2) clear-cut and partial-cut areas, and
(3) logging trails and loading stations. Erosion is most likely to
occur where these three characteristics exist simultaneously, as this
is where the soil disturbance is greatest. Accelerating erosion may
be indicated by an increase in the number of gullies in the area,
while changes in gully lengths and widths often provide a measure of
erosion intensity. Once these various kinds of problem areas have
been identified, ground crews can be dispatched to the site to deal
with the potential problem. Thus remote sensing may serve as a
preventative tool in the management of erosion, as erosional features
can be monitored through periodic photo missions.
Nosseir (1981) studied the effects of land-use changes on erosion
features and developed a methodology for quantitatively monitoring
land-use/land-cover and erosional features from sequential air photos.
This was accomplished through a process by which the study site was
divided into equal sized cells, so that each cell could be analyzed
individually, both spatially and temporally. Ground coordinates of
the cell corners were photogrammetrically registered onto sequential
photos.
The effects of land-use/land-cover changes on erosion were
evaluated by treating each erosion feature as a variable that was
dependent on the land-use variables.
It was found that total drainage density and the drainage density
and frequency of first-order drainageways were the best indicators of
the effects of land use on erosion.
Thorley (1975) identified several categories of remote-sensing
applications to reforestation assessment. These include the location
and evaluation of potential sites, the planning and execution of the
reforestation process, and the making of regeneration-survival
surveys.
Ideally, the imagery used should be capable of providing at
least general information on the location and status of current
stocking, and the location of natural seed sources.
Additionally, the
imagery should allow one to determine which species are best suited to
the site and to detect the presence of brush, slash, or other factors
which might affect reforestation.
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A photo interpretation key for regeneration analysis can be
compiled from high-altitude color infrared panoramic (optical bar)
photos when historical data for the regenerating stands is coupled
with ground observations (Eav et al. 1981) The historical data
necessary includes plot locations, dates of planting, methods of site
preparation and planting, and spacing and number of trees per acre.
Analysis of this data, in conjunction with ground truth, has revealed
that there is a high correlation between regeneration appearance on
color infrared photos and age, stand height, and diameter at
breast-height, enabling an interpreter to classify a site according to
one of three regeneration stages.

III. Existing Man-Made Facilities

High-altitude CIR imagery can be used to take inventories of
existing facilities. These facilities can be located on maps and
measurements of area and distance can be made using proper
photogrammetric techniques.
a.

Roads - Roads are easily identified on this imagery.
However, caution should be exercised so as not to interpret
brush fences and small streams as roads. The roads can be
located on maps to tolerable accuracy by understanding and
compensating for distortion in the photo. The transfer scope
can be used to increase or decrease the scale to match the
map.

b.

Dams and Reservoirs - Such features are easily identified
on aerial photos.
The surface area of the reservoir,
approximate volume of the reservoir, and length and height of
dam can be estimated by photointerpretation or can be
measured photogrammetrically.

c.

Road Bridges - The location of bridges can be accurately
determined by aerial photographs and the length and width can
be estimated.

d.

Gravel Sources - The loction of existing gravel sources as
well as potential gravel sources can be determined on
high-altitude CIR imagery.
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IV.

Range Resources

High-altitude color infrared photography can be used by range
managers in the following ways (Coiwell, R. N. and Dummer 1983):
a.

The identification and delineation of rangeland vegetation
types. Such information is used as one of the primary
factors in determining forage and non-forage areas.
The
location and arrangement of forage areas is used in
determining range allotment and pasture (unit) boundaries.
Changes in vegetation composition, density, and canopy
closure are important in determining changes in forage
production and availability, which in turn affect livestock
management. Fence line contrasts are also effective means of
detecting changes. This imagery is also an effective tool
for detecting vegetative development at different times of
the year, which is a means of determining range readiness.
These changes are important both in the short-term and the
long-term.
Short-term changes may dictate annual increases
or decreases in forage availability. Long-term changes in
vegetation will generally dictate overall carrying capacity
of a large area, such as a grazing allotment.

b.

The identification and delineation of rangeland landforms.
Such ¶nformation is used to determine allotment and unit
boundaries. Landforms and changes in landforms are used in
determining what is primary range and what is not.
Steep
canyons or mountainside slopes are generally not considered
as primary range, especially for cattle.

c.

The identification and delineation of rangeland water
classes. This fnformation is used in determTning primary
range, the availability of water, and the seasonality of
water.
From this information the overall season of use for
the range may be determined. The availability of water may
determine whether a range is usable or not.
Landform,
drainage pattern, and area of watershed are generally used in
determining the most favorable location for needed range
improvement structures such as stock ponds, range fences, or
stock driveways.
The detection of changes in water availability and in size
and location of structures is important to overall livestock
management as well as to a determination of range
suitability, how effectively it can be used, and how
uniformly it can be utilized.
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V.

d.

The identification and delineation of manmade structures
such as stock ponds, fences, roads, ditches, etc. Such
information is useful in the actual management of rangelands
through the preparation of management plans, annual permittee
plans, etc.
Permittee understanding and cooperation are
often increased through aerial photo review sessions that
bring specific problems into focus through a large format
overview of the whole allotment situation.

e.

The construction of
generally made from
have been delineate
data attributes are
carrying capacities
allotment area.

range allotment maps. Such maps are
aerial photographs There vegetative types
1.
Within these delineations, numerous
collected which comprise the basis for
and the overall management scheme for the

Assessment of Visual Quality and Intervisibility

The assessment of visual quality in wildiand areas is primarily
the responsibility of the landscape architect. An evaluation of this
visual quality is obviously dependent upon determining the extent to
which two types of features can be viewed by a ground-based observer:
(1) Aesthetic features, such as waterfalls, lakes, and mountain peaks;
and (2) features that are, in this wildland setting, visually
repugnant (e.g., recently burned areas, clear-cut forests, and erosion
scars resulting from acts of man). The problem confronting the
landscape architect is that he must attempt to coordinate popular
travel routes -- trails, roads, etc. -- with the terrain in such a way
that the aesthetic features are visible from the travel routes, while
the unaesthetic features are not. For instance, under most
circumstances clear-cut logging would be allowed only in areas where
such activity would be hidden from view by a ridge or vegetative
"buffer zone."
It follows, then, that landscape architects are in need of an
effective means for determining the intervisibility of points, so as
to ascertain whether or not certain aesthetically appealing or
repugnant features can be seen from designated vantage points along
roads and trails. One such means is provided through the use of
terrestial photographs that have been taken from representative
vantage points along established scenic roads and trails. This
process enables one to assess the visual impact that proposed logging
would have on the users of a travel route, or to determine the best
spots at which to locate turnouts along a travel route in order to
view visually appealing features.
A quicker process involving much less fieldwork is to determine
intervisibility through the use of high-altitude CIR photography.
When such photos are used, the procedure entails first the drawing of
a straight line between the two points for which an intervisibility
test is to be made (taking care to draw the line very precisely
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between the same two points as imaged on each of the photos comprising
a stereoscopic pair for the area in question), and then viewing the
stereo model (usually through the use of a conventional pocket
stereoscope ) to determine whether this line appears to float above
all of the intervening terrain, thereby indicating that the two points
are, indeed, intervisible. Preliminary results of this technique are
quite promising.
Small-scale photos, because of the extensive area
covered by any given stereo pair, can be used for intervisibility
tests over relatively long distances. A drawback to this method is
that for the intervisibility line to be accurately viewed in stereo,
it must involve points so situated that the line drawn between them is
nearly perpendicular to the flight path of the photographic aircraft
(i.e., perpendicular to the stereo base). When the two points are so
situated that the inversibility line between them must be drawn
parallel to the flight path, then parallax for any intermediate point
on the line (i.e., the root of stereoscopic analysis) is lost. One
solution is to obtain coverage of the forest on both north-south and
east-west flight lines. This grid network of photos will obviousTTbe
cost efficient only if a large number of intervisibility tests are
needed.

VI.

Change Detection

The NHAP Program is in the process of initiating a system that
will update high-altitude CIR photography of the conterminous United
States at regular intervals. This data base will permit comparative
analysis of multiple dates of imagery, and forest managers will be
able to identify changes in the resource complex.
In this way trends
in land use can be studied, and the causes and effects of these trends
analyzed.
Changes may be induced by a variety of natural events, including
windstorms, fire, flooding, insect infestation, disease, drought, and
volcanic eruption. These changes can all be detected and monitored on
sequential high-altitude CIR photography. This imagery has proven to
be particularly useful in damage assessment studies as an aid in
evaluating the impact of a disturbance on various forest resburces
(Caylor, Pierce, and Salazar 1979; Dilimon et al. 1979).
High-altitude CIR imagery is also helpful in studying changes
initiated by human actions. Forest land use conversion, and logging
impacts on erosion and succession, are among the activities which can
be evaluated over time. Many ecological problems are due to a simple
lack of foresight in management. This may lead to serious
environmental degradation. A change detection and monitoring program,
however, canassess land use and land cover changes as they occur.
This enables resource managers to better evaluate both the
consequences of these changes and the rate of change, and in some case
even permits appropriate action to be taken while the situation is
still alterable.

Forest Service personnel on Oregon's Siuslaw National Forest are
using high-altitude CIR photography to perform a "Cumulative Effects
Analysis."
NHAP photography acquired in the 1970's is being studied
in an effort to determine what changes have occurred due to logging on
private lands located adjacent to the forest.
Such private logging
has an important impact on the number of landslides, amount of
nonpoint source pollution, and quality of fish and wildlife habitat.
An analysis of logging during the previous 10 years thus allows
predictions to be made as to potential future impacts of private
timber harvest. This information, coupled with knowledge of the
Forest Service's long-range plans, aids in the evaulation of future
environmental conditions in the area, and assists in policy
formulation.
Upon evaluating the predicted effects of private logging, a
second phase is also planned. It is desirable to monitor the actual
impacts of the logging on forest resources. Did what was thought
would happen actually occur? Should policies be adjusted to account
for this? NHAP's repetitive coverage, available at 5-10 year interval
intervals, is seen as a very efficient tool in this updating process.
High-altitude CIR photography can thus be used by foresters to
analyze events which have already occurred, monitor events which are
tiking place, and predict the potential ramifications of a future
event.
By this process a resource manager can learn from past
occurrences and thus become better equipped to prepare future
management policies.
In this way environmental damage can be
minimized and environmental enhancement maximized.
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APPENDIX F

Federal Memoradum of Understanding Relative
to Coordfnated Resource Planning

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D.C. 20250
Forest Service, Washington, D.C. 20250
UNITED STATE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
Bureau of Land Management, Washington, D.C. 20250

I.

PURPOSE

This Memorandum of Understanding, developed in consultation
with the National Association of Conservation Districts, establishes
policy and general guidelines for use by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), Forest Service (FS), and Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) for
coordinating certain of their activities in resource planning and for
working with Conservation Districts, State and Local agencies, private
landowners who are conservation district cooperators, and others in
developing and implement sound resource management and conservation
programs.
The May 19, 1971 agreement between BLM and SCS is hereby
superseded.
II.

POLICY

The Bureau of Land Management, Forest Service, and Soil
Conservation Service will cooperate to the fullest degree possible in
preparing and implementing resource management plans on operating
units, allotments and other resource areas made up of intermingled or
adjacent BLM and ES administered lands (hereinafter called public
lands) and lands controlled by Conservation District (CD) cooperators
(hereinafter called private lands).

The agencies cooperating on particular operating units or
allotments will vary depending upon the landownership pattern within
the planning area.
The signatory agencies will seek to cooperate with
all owners or managers of land and resources within each specific
area -- including states, counties, or private owners. Other agencies
and organizations will be involved as needed and appropriate.
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III.

AUTHORITY

BLM, FS, AND SCS operate under separate legislative authorities
and departmental policies including the following:

IV.

A.

Soil Conservation Act, Public Law 46, 74th Congress, 1935,
as amended, and Reorganization Plan No. IV, 1940, (16 U.S.C.
540a-f) and Comptroller General's Decision B-115665 (33C.G.
133), October 1, 1953.

B.

The Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 stat. 1269;
43 US Code 315 as amended).

C.

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Public Law
91-190, 91st Congress, January 1, 1970.

0.

Memorandum of Understanding between USDA and USD1 dated
April 20, 1942.

E.

Joint BLM-SCS Memorandum of April 10, 1964.

F.

The Organic Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 35, as amended;
76 Stat. 1157; 16 U.S.C. 551).

G.

The Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act of June 12, 1960,
(74 Stat. 215, 16 U.S.C. 528-531).

H.

Title III, Bankhead-Jones Tenant Act of July 22, 1937
(50 Stat. 525, as amended 76 Stat. 745), 7 U.S.C.
1010-1012.

I.

Memorandum of Understanding between the Forest Service
and Bureau of Land Management dated October 26, 1966.

J.

Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act - P.L. 92-195
(85 Stat. 649, 16 U.S.C. 1331-1340).

K.

All other applicable statutes and regulations not
specifically referred to above relating to BLM, FS, and SCS
programs.

RESPONSIBILITY
A.

The BLM and ES plan and conduct multiple-use resource
management and conservation programs on lands under their
jurisdiction. FS also has responsibilities to demonstrate
and promote sound grassland agriculture and conservation
practices on the National Grasslands and areas of which they
are a part.
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V.

B.

The SCS provides technical and financial assistance to
conservation district cooperators and participants in USDA
cost-share programs for planning and applying authorized
conservation programs on privately controlled lands.

C.

The Conservation Districts, which are legal subdivisions of
state government, develop annual and long-range programs,
secure and coordinate assistance from appropriate agencies
and organizations encourage and enter into cooperative
agreements to assist individuals, groups, and units of
government in conservation planning and application, provide
means for determining local attitudes and objectives, and
serve as catalysts to develop and maintain local interest
in and support for conservation and development of
resources.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of coordinated resource planning are:

IV.

A.

To promote cooperation between agencies and individuals to
improve management and compatible use of the resources for
which each is responsible.

B.

To implement resource management plans to achieve compatible
resource uses based on sound ecological relationships for
logical management areas such as operating units, grazing
allotments, and suhwatersheds.

C.

To optimize a sustained flow of food, fibre, and other
goods, services and benefits from such lands while at the
same time orotectinc and enhancina environmental aualities.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
A.

Interagency reimbursement will not be made for planning and
application assistance done under this memorandum.

B.

BLM and FS will contact users of the public lands that are
included in planning areas under their jurisdictions, and
will retain responsibility for meeting all requirements of
the laws and regulations pertaining to the use and
management of these lands.

C.

Cooperator contacts and follow-up assistance will normally
be made by the agency having primary planning responsibility
or will be mutually agreed upon before the onset of
planning.
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D.

When any practices, structures, or projects are to be
applied to or installed upon public lands under the
juridiction of the BLM or ES, authorization must be obtained
from the appropriate agency prior to the initiation of the
action.

VII.

E.

The priorities and management objectives for BLM and ES
administered lands will be determined through the
responsible agency's planning system. However, special
consideration normally will be given to resource areas
presenting opportunities for coordinated resource planning.

F.

Conservation districts will be encouraged to have memoranda
of understanding with BLM, ES and/or other appropriate
public land agencies at the local level.

G.

When requested by the administering agency, SCS may provide
technical assistance on public land intermingled or adjacent
to private lands covered by a resource management plan when
results benefit the private land.

H.

Where State and private forests and related lands are
involved the Forest Service will discharge its
responsibilities through the appropriate State
organization.

STATE COORDINATION
A.

State Executive Group - The State Director (BLM), State
Conservationist (SCS), and Regional Forester and/or Area
Director (ES) will comprise this group. The chairman, State
Conservation Commission, Committee, or Board, as
appropriate, will be invited and encouraged to become a
member. This group will develop and put into effect
supplemental agreements, as needed, to meet the objectives
of this memorandum, including procedure for specific
programs to achieve agency coordination and cooperation
throughout the State. They will meet annually to review
progress, outline a course of action with appropriate
follow-up, and otherwise facilitate coordination of agency
procedures and programs.
Representatives of the State
Association of CD's and other appropriate State and Federal
agencies such as State land, forestry, and wildlife agencies
will be invited to participate in this meeting.

B.

State Task Group - This group will follow through with
implementation of coordinated planning in the state. It
shall be small in number but include representatives of
major land and resource agencies including BLM, SCS, FS, and
appropriate state agencies.
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C.

Conservation District Meetings - When invited by the CD, the
BLM, SCS, and FS, as appropriate, will present reviews of
proposed resource activities of concern to the District.
Other agencies involved in the coordinated approach will be
encouraged to do the same. The CD's will be encouraged to
give due consideration to such activities when developing
long-range programs and assigning priorities and work
schedules for inclusion in their annual work plan.

VIII. INITIATING, PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

IX.

A.

Initiation - The State Executive Group will arrange to
acquaint field personnel with this memorandum to assure
mutual understanding and interpretation.

B.

Planning - Active participation by all key participants,
from the inception to completion of the planning process, is
essential.
The planning team should include representatives
from all landowners and resource administering agencies
within the operating unit, allotment, or resource area. A
team leader should be designated for each planning unit
considering such items as landownership pattern, location of
the area, time and manpower needs and resources involved.
Where full-time agency participation is not warranted,
suitable review of the arrangements should be made at the
local level so interagency coordinated planning can proceed
with reasonable assurance that the final plan will be
acceptable to all.

C.

Scheduling - Each agency and group has its own program of
activities for which priorities are established.
Coordinated resource planning should be made to dovetail
with each agency's activity schedule. This requires a
reasonable amount of give-and-take between agencies and with
conservation districts in the selection and assignment of
priority to requests for coordinated plans. The State
Executive Group will jointly prepare guidelines useful at
the county and local levels in determining priorities,
assigning responsibilities, and scheduling needed
assistance.

MODIFICATION

This agreement shall remain in effect until modified by the
parties in writing; and is renegotiable at the option of any one of
the parties.

